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(ABSTRACT)

Testing of digital circuits ensures functionality and reliability ofthe circuits. Previous research

has addressed the inadequacies of conventional test methods based on line stuck-at faults in

testing CMOS circuits and has proposed new test methods. In this research, the effectiveness

of propagation delay testing for open and short faults and supply current monitoring for short

faults is investigated. Representative circuits are modeled and simulated over a wide range

of fault severities. Factors, such as circuit and fault features, that affect test effectiveness are

evaluated and analyzed. From the results, general conclusions are drawn and future research

is proposed.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

An accurate evaluation of tests is essential to ensure test efliciency and the quality of digital

integrated circuits (ICs). Conventional methods to determine ifa fault is tested, although often

computationally complex, are relatively straight forward when a standard line stuck-at model

is assumed. Recent research has focused on the inadequacies of stuck-at test sets when

applied to complementary metaI·oxide semiconductor (CMOS) ICs [1].

Different manufacturing technologies introduce different physical defects that need different

fault models and test methods. In CMOS technology, physical defects can be modeled as

open and short faults. Open faults model broken or low conduction between circuit nodes.

Their severity is high when the conduction is low. Short faults model the existence of an un-

wanted current path created between two nodes. Severity increases with the increase of

conductivity in short faults. Open and short faults may or may not affect the circuit perform-

ance depending on several factors, such as severity, fault propagation length, circuit depth,

combinational versus sequential nature of the circuit, clock speed, and slack.

Together with the introduction of new fault models, new test procedures have also been de-

veloped in this thesis. Propagation delay testing [2] and supply current monitoring [3] are two

test approaches for detecting CMOS faults. ln propagation delay testing, the transition delay

Chapter 1. Introduction 1



at an observable output of the circuit under test (CUT) is compared with the transition delay

of a fault-free circuit. An increase in transition delay indicates a fault. ln supply current

monitoring, the steady state supply current of the CUT is compared with the current of a

fault-free circuit. An increase in current indicates a fault.

The introduction of propagation delay test and supply current monitoring complicates the

analysis of test effectiveness. This research examines the effectiveness of propagation delay

test and supply current monitoring over a wide range of fault severities. Several circuit fea-

tures and factors affecting the effectiveness of these tests are analyzed and evaluated from

the results. Finally, general conclusions are drawn from the analysis.

To study the effectiveness of both propagation delay test and supply current test, represen-

tative circuits with different circuit features are considered. For each circuit investigated, open

and short faults are considered and the circuits are simulated over a wide range of fault se-

verities. Open faults are modeled with an open resistor in a conducting path of the circuit,

and short faults are modeled with a short resistor connecting two nodes in the circuit. Ap-

propriate test vectors are selected to test the fault.

Propagation delay testing is considered for both open and short faults. ln propagation delay

test, the transition delay is propagated to the observable outputs and measured there. Supply

current monitoring is used only with the short faults. In supply current test, steady state

supply current is measured when the test vector is applied. The measurements are made for

fault severities ranging from the fault-free condition to the most severe fault condition not re-

sulting in stuck—at behavior. {
From the measurement of delay and current due to faults of different severities,differentiationof

transition delay and supply current measurements can be plotted versus fault severity

foreachcircuit. Differentiation is denoted as the difference between the faulty measurementandthe

fault-free measurement divided by the fault-free measurement. The effectiveness

ofChapter1. Introduction 2
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I
propagation delay test and supply current test is evaluated and analyzed based on the circuit I
features. Test effectiveness denotes how well a test detects faults. Conclusions are drawn l

from the analysis based on the simulation results. The conclusions indicate relationships

between test effectiveness and circuit features and between test effectiveness and fault fea-

tures.
I

Propagation delay increases with an increase in fault severity. The increase is signiticant in

circuits with a short propagation path from the fault to an observable output. The increase

becomes insigniticant when the propagation path is long. ln addition to length of propagation

path, circuit depth also affect test effectiveness. Deep circuits have many transistors in series

from VDD to output node or from output node to VSS and shallow circuits have small number

of transistors in series. ln general, faults in shallow circuits are harder to detect than faults

in deep circuits due to the strong pull-up or pull-down ability of the shallow circuit. ln combi-U
national circuits, stuck-at behavior occurs when the gate output does not change value. In

sequential circuits, stuck-at behavior can also be detected when the transition delay is larger

that the designated pulse width of the clock. Therefore, faults are easier to detect using

propagation delay test when the clock speed is faster.

ln general, short faults raise the steady·state supply current of the circuit. The current is

larger for a more severe fault. Supply current test is also more effective in testing short faults

than propagation delay test. The measurement of supply current, however, has to be per-

formed using slow clock speed to allow the current to settle to a steady state.

Chapter 2 provides details of CMOS faults and test methods. Chapter 3 describes the simu-

Iation and measurement methodology used in this research. Circuit descriptions, results and I
observations are given for three combinational circuits in Chapter 4 and for four sequential

E
circuits in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 dlscusses general observations about test effectiveness I

based on the results. Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis. Circuit diagrams are provided

inAppendixA. Appendix B containing detailed results. I
I
I
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4 Chapter 2. CMOS Faults and Test Methods

As technology progresses, the minimum transistor size has been reduced. As transistors in

integrated circuits become smaller, more transistors can be integrated into a single die. As

a result, today’s integrated circuit can perform more functions than earlier integrated circuits.

· As the complexity of an integrated circuit increases, the circuit is more susceptible to failure

due to faults. At the same time, high reliability is required for integrated circuits fabricated

today. Testing and design for testability therefore become necessities in the production of

integrated circuits.

Since the introduction of integrated circuits, there has been much research and investigation

of fault detection for integrated circuits. Traditionally, stuck—at faults were assumed in testing

digital circuits. Today, the stuck—at fault model is still widely used in fault detection and test

generation at the behavioral and gate levels [4,5,6]. With the introduction of CMOS circuits,

however, the stuck-at fault was found to be inadequate in modelling faults in CMOS circuits

[7,8,9,10,11]. As a result, R. L. Wadsack introduced the stuck-open fault model in 1978 for

testing CMOS circuits [1]. The bridging fault model was introduced by other researchers and

can be traced back to A. D. Friedman [12].

' Chapter 2. CMOS Faults and Test Methods 4



This research investigates a general case of stuck-open faults and bridging faults. For sim-

plicity, the faults are called open faults and short faults.

With the introduction of open and short faults, new test procedures have been developed.

Propagation delay testing and supply current monitoring are two proposed approaches. In

propagation delay testing, transition delay of faulty gate is propagated to the observable out-

put. The measured propagation delay ls compared to a known fault-free value. ln supply

current monitoring, steady state supply current is measured and compared to a known fault-

free current value.

2.1 Fault Models —

This section introduces fault models based on physical defects in integrated circuits.

2.1.1 Defects

Defects depend on the manufacturing technology. Defects in today’s CMOS technology can

be divided into two categories: global defects and localized defects [13]. Different factors l
result in different types of defects. For example, cracks on the wafer introduce global defects. I

Global defects can usually be detected during processing or by inspection. Localized defects, '

caused by factors such as lmpurities on a wafer or improper deposition of materials, canonlybe

detected duringtesting.Chapter

2. CMOS Faults and Test Methods 5
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2.1.2 Open Fault
[

Open faults can be caused by an insufficient deposition of conducting materials or the exist-

ence of non-conducting impurities [14,15]. A severe open fault completely breaks a necessary

conduction path in the circuit. For a less severe fault condition, an open fault only reduces the

conductivity of the path.

An open fault is modelled with a resistor, R„, connecting two nodes along the same path. The

severlty of the open fault is increased by raising the open resistor value.

2.1.3 Short Fault

Short faults can be caused by an unwanted deposition of conducting materials or existence

of conducting impurities [16]. A short in the circuit creates a conducting bridge between two

nodes. For a less severe fault condition, a short fault creates a low conduction bridge between

two nodes. For a more severe fault condition, the conduction increases. For the most severe
fault condition, the bridge is perfectly conducting.

A short fault is modelled with a resistor, R,, connecting two different nodes. The severlty of

the short fault is increased by reducing the short resistor value.

2.1.4 Difference From Stuck-at Fault

In general, open and short faults are different from line stuck-at faults. In the line stuck-at fault [
model, the affected node produces a constant logic 0 or a logic 1. The severlty of a stuck-at

'
fault is either 0 or 1. ln CMOS faults, the faulty gate may cause a certain magnitude of in- [

I
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crease in propagation delay and/or supply current. The severity of open and short faults

_ range continuously from 0 to 1.

A complete open at a gate output line or a complete short between two gate outputs produces

a stuck-at fault. For the most severe open or short faults considered in this research, stuck-at

behavior also occur. However, open or short faults can occur at any transistor and shorts can

happen between any two or more internal nodes in a gate.

2.2 Testing CMOS Faults

Not only CMOS faults are different from stuck-at faults; stuck-at tests are inadequate for test-

ing CMOS faults. In testing a stuck-at fault, the line is driven to the opposite logic value. ln

the presence of CMOS faults, the gate behaves as a memory element and the output may or

may not be driven to the desired value, depending on the previous value at the gate output.

· Two primary test methods have been developed to detect open and short faults in CMOS cir-

cuits. The use ofthese two methods, propagation delay testing and supply current monitoring,

to detect open and short faults is discussed below.

2.2.1 Testing Open Faults I
I
I
I

R. L. Wadsack introduced the stuck-open fault in 1978 [1]. He and other researchers observed I
that a stuck—open fault in a combinational CMOS circuit converts the circuit into a sequential I

I
circuit [17,18]. A two pattern test, <T,, T,>, was proposed to test stuck-open faults [19,20]. IIIChapter 2. CMOS Faults and Test Methods 7 II



The initialization vector, TI, presets the output of gate under test to a known logic value. The
test vector, T2, drives the gate output to the opposlte logic value.

In testing open faults in the n-network, the initialization vector is selected to turn off the n-

network and the test vector ls applied to create a conduction path in the n-network. Similarly,

in testing open faults in the p-network, the initialization vector turns off the p-network and the

test vector turns on a path in the p-network. A transition occurs almost immediately at the

gate output of a fault-free circuit. In the presence of an open fault, the conduction ofthe path

is reduced and thus the transition is slow, if it occurs at all, and a large delay occurs. The

increase in transition delay or stuck-at behavior is propagated to an observable output.

Propagation delay test, therefore, can be used to test stuck-open faults. Propagation delay

test is also referred as AC parametric test [18].

Stuck—open faults in complex gates have been found to be hard to detect due to charge shar-

ing and input timing delay [21,22]. As a result, Reddy, Reddy and Kuhl [21] proposed a circuit

modification with two additional transistors and a three pattern test for stuck-open faults.

Another modification with four transistors and a two pattern test is also proposed in the same

paper. Rajsuman, Jayasumana and Malaiya [23] further improved the modification with two

transistors so that only a single input pattern is needed in testing open faults. Since one

pattern is applied, the effect of input time delay is elimlnated. This method also reduces the

test application time by 50 percent.

2.2.2 Testing Short Faults I

IThe short fault model can be traced back to 1974 when A. D. Friedman discussed shorts in I
combinational circuits [12]. Today, in CMOS technology, shorts can happen between any two

or more internal nodes. ln a fault-free CMOS circuit, when the p-network (n-network) is on,
I

I
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the n—network (p-network) is off. There is no current path between VDD and VSS. As a result, a

fault-free circuit draws almost no current during steady state.

ln the presence of a short fault at the p-network (n-network), the short creates a current path

from the gate output to VDD (VSS). lf the n—network (p-network) is on at the same time due to

the input vector, current tlows from VDD to the gate output and from the gate output to Vss. A

current path is thus established and a large current is drawn during steady state. As a result,

a short fault is detected by observing a large supply current during steady state [3,24].

Although the probability of a fault being a short has been estimated to be about 30 percent

[13], short faults did not draw much attention among the test community because test patterns

for testing open faults in the p-network of an FCMOS implementation are the same as test

patterns for testing short faults in the n-network and vice versa [14].

Therefore, propagation delay test can also be used in testing short faults. To detect short

faults in the n-network (p-network), the initialization vector turns on a path in the n-network

(p-network) and the test vector turns off the n-network (p—network). The output ofthe fault-free

circuit rises (falls) immediately. In the presence of short faults, the output of the faulty circuit

rises (falls) more slowly.

2.3 Circuit Models
4

I
I
I

Test generation for open and short faults in CMOS circuits can be performed using several 'I
levels of circuit models. This section discusses gate-level, switch—Ievel, and transistor-level I

models.Chapter2. CMOS Faults and Test Methods ‘9_
_ _



2.3.1 Gate—Level Models

Gate·leveI modelling was first introduced by El-Ziq and other investigators [25]. Tests for open

faults at the gate level are modified from tests for stuck-at faults [26,27,28,29]. However,

gate—leveI models do not provide information about timing and output logic strength. The

internal view of gates are also unknown, which reduces test accuracy.

2.3.2 Switch-Level Models

For a more realistic test, switch·level models were proposed [2,30,31,32,33,34,35]. An ideal

. MOS transistor behaves like a switch, either conducting (ON) or not conducting (OFF). An

open fault is modelled as a permanent OFF at the switch [36] or a break in a connection, while

a short fault is modelled as a permanent ON switch or an e><tra connection in the circuit.

Switch-level fault simulation may use multiple values to represent output behavior [37,38,39].

However, timing information is unavailable. Hayes modiüed the switch·level representation

of a transistor with a resistor in series and a capacitor in parallel with the switch [40]. ln this

way, the RC network provides a more realistic model for timing simulation. New algorithms

have been developed for switch-level simulation and test generation [41,42].

2.3.3 Transistor-Level Models

llSwitch-level behavior is far from the actual behavior of physical circults. The fabrication pa- I
rameters are not considered in switch-level models. A closer look at circuit behavior requires ¤

· luse of a transistor-level model [43,44,45]. In simulation at the transistor-level, accurate volt- l

Chapter 2. CMOS Faults and Test Methods 10



age and current values are calculated with model equations taking into account geometrical

and processing parameters. Transient conditions are also calculated. Because of the exten-

sive calculatlons, simulation at the transistor-level takes a long time [46].

2.4 Objectives of This Research

ln previous work, the effectiveness of test methods has been measured using fault coverage.

Fault analysis [13,47] and statistical approaches [48,49,50,51] for timing delay analysis have

also been used. Supply current measurement has been performed in detecting defects in

fabricated integrated circuits [52,53]. However, there is no research on how effective a test

is in measuring propagation delay and steady state supply current of circuits with different

characteristics. Different circuits with different characteristics may produce different behavior

in the presence of faults. Different behavior results in different test effectiveness. This re-,
search investigates the behavior of different circuits for a wide range of fault severities for a

set of representative circuits having different characteristics. From the behavior ofthe circuit

due to the presence of faults, insight into test effectiveness can be gathered. General con-

clusions can thus be made about test effectiveness for circuits having different characteristics.

Chapter 2. CMOS Faults and Test Methods 11 |
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Chapter 3. Simulation and Measurement

Methodology

The behavior of a circuit in the presence of fault of different severity is found from simulation.

In this research, simulation is performed at the transistor level to observe the transition delay

at observable outputs and the steady-state supply current of the circuit.

Circuits are designed and transformed into appropriate circuit description files, such as SPICE

circuit description files. Open and short faults are introduced in selected locations in each

circuit. Fault severities are changed by varying the resistor value.

In propagation delay test, specific input vectors are needed to propagate the transition delay

from the faulty gate to the observable output. ln current monitoring, an input vector is applied

to turn offthe sensitized path and to create two different voltages at the shorted nodes so that I
current flows along the shorted path. I

I

For every circuit, simulations are performed using appropriate input vectors, from fault—free I

condition to the most severe fault condition. The behavior of faulty circuits are compared with I
I

I
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the behavior of the fault-free circuit. The difference in behavior between faulty circuits and the

fault-free circuit are used for test effectiveness evaluation.

The remainder of this chapter provides a detailed description of the methodology and test ef-

fectiveness definition used in this research.

3.1 Transistor-Level Fault Modelling

ln transistor·leveI fault modelling, an open fault is modelled with an open resistor, R,, con-

necting two nodes. In that way, the conduction along the sensitized path is reduced. A low

resistor value for R, represents low fault severities. The severity of an open fault is raised

by increasing the resistor value. When the resistor value is high, the sensitized path is totally

cut off [54].

A short fault is modelled with a short resistor, R,, connecting two nodes in the circuit. A short

creates a current path between the shorted nodes. A high resistor value for R, represents low

fault severities. The severity is increased by lowering the resistor value. When the resistor

value is low, the shorted path conducts perfectly.

ln a fully-complementary implementation, an open fault model in the p-network has a corre-

sponding short fault model in the n-network which produces the same behavior, and vice

versa. Similarly, a test for any open fault in the p-network can also test thecorrespondingshort

fault in the n-network, and vice versa. As a result, an open fault and a short fault in

thisresearchare introduced only in the n-network of all circuits considered. A detailed description I

of the fault location in each circuit is given in the next two chapters. I

Chapter 6. Simulation and Measurement Methodology 13 l
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3.2 Test Stimuli I

To test an open fault in the n-network, the ürst, or initialization vector, turns off the n-network

to produce a 1 at the gate output. The second, or test vector, turns on the sensitized path in

the n-network to produce a fall at the gate output. All other paths in the n-network are kept

off throughout the test.

To test a short fault in the n-network, the initialization vector is applied to turn on the sensi-

tized path in the n-network. The test vector turns off the sensitized path to produce a rise at

the gate output. The test vector also creates a potential difference between the shorted

nodes. All other paths in the n-network are also kept off throughout the test.

The transition delay at the faulty gate output is propagated to the observable output nodes

with an appropriate input vector. Several test lnvalidation factors such as input time skew and

charge sharing [19] are taken into consideration when selecting input vectors.

3.3 Simulation

A circuit description file is written with appropriate descriptions of input waveforms and
I

process parameters in the format recognized by the circuitsimulator.I

For each circuit, the fault-free circuit is simulated first. In subsequent simulations, the severity I

of the fault is increased until stuck-at behavior occurs. I

Chapter 3. Simulation and Measurement Methodology 14 ·I
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3.3.1 Process Parameters I

Process parameters used in the simulation are based on the two-micron scalable
CMOStechnologyprovided by the University of Southern California Information Sciences Institute

[55]. The parameters used for all simulations are given in Figure 1.

3.4 Simulator I

In this research, two circuit simulators were used. In the early stage ofthe research when the

circuit size was small, SPICE3b1 [56] was used on VAXstation running ULTRIX to perform the

simulation. When the circuits become larger and more complex, SPICE exhibited well-known

convergence problems. The simulation time of SPICE also increases exponentially as the

number of transistor increases. The convergence problems can be partially solved by raising

error tolerance, but the simulation time is not reduced.

Another circuit simulator, RELAX [57] was thus used. RELAX 2.3 is about five times faster

thanSPlCE3b1.The advantages and disadvantages of RELAX compared to SPICE are described

below.

RELAX has several disadvantages for transistor-level simulation. I

1. There are not many component descriptions available in RELAX compared to SPICE. For

example, a bipolar junction transistor description is notavailable.2.

The model definition in RELAX uses fewer processing and material parameters than the

model definition in SPICE, which results in less accurate simulations.

3. No information about supply current is provided by RELAX.
I {
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*TECHNOLOGY: SCP FEATURE SIZE: 2.0um
*M88K SPICE PARAMETERS

.MODEL CMOSN NMOS LEVEL=2 LD=0.351807U TOX=409.000000E-10
+ NSUB=2.262929E+16 VTO=1.044 KP=5.178000E—05
+ GAMMA=1.03029 PH|=0.6 UO=613.34 UEXP=0.145054
+ UCRlT=65543.9 DELTA=1.000000E-06 VMAX=71075.1
+ XJ=0.250000U LAMBDA=2.413533E—02 NFS=1.225648E+12
+ NEFF=1 NSS=1.000000E+12 TPG=1.000000 RSH=21.530001

_ + CGDO=2.970146E-10 CGSO=2.970146E-10 CGBO=5.318802E—11
+ CJ =4.116000E-04 MJ =0.438200 CJSW=5.949000E-10
+ MJSW=0.371300 PB=0.840000
* Weff = Wdrawn · DeIta_W
" The suggested DeIta_W is 0.06 um

.MODEL CMOSP PMOS LEVEL=2 LD=0.419496U TOX=409.000026E·10
+ NSUB=1.173988E+16 VTO=-0.853937 KP=2.361000E-05
+ GAMMA=0.74208 PH|=0.6 UO=279.682 UEXP=0.361736
+ UCR|T=37757.5 DELTA=1.000000E-06 VMAX=33016.8
+ XJ=0.250000U LAMBDA=7.536808E-02 NFS=8.719274E+11
+ NEFF=1.001 NSS=1.000000E+12 TPG=-1.000000 RSH =75.830005
+ CGDO=3.541613E-10 CGSO=3.541613E-10 CGBO=1.764491E·10
+ CJ =2.397000E·04 MJ =0.389300 CJSW=2.970000E-10
+ MJSW=0.155400 PB=0.570000
* Weff = Wdrawn - DeIta_W
" The suggested DeIta_W is 0.21 um

I
I

Figure 1. Process parameters for two-micron CMOS technology from MOSIS.
I

I

I
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l
RELAX can be used for this research since it provides component descriptions needed

formodellingCMOS circuits and the information about supply current can be obtained by circuit

modification. To determine supply current, a 1 Q resistor is inserted between thepowersupply

and the VDD node of the circuit. The voltage across the resistor is the supplycurrent.Since

the ON resistance of a p-channel or n-channel transistor is on the order of hundredsofQs,

a 1 Q resistor has little influence on the total circuit performance. As mentioned above,

convergence problem in SPICE can be solved partially by setting a larger errortolerance.This,

however, reduces the accuracy of simulation and thus reduces the advantages of using

SPICE over RELAX. Even with a large error tolerance, SPICE takes a longer for a simulation

than Relax. To compare results, an inverter chain was constructed and simulated over a wide

range of fault severities. The deviation is calculated as the difference between SPICE results

and RELAX results devided by SPICE results. The difference and deviation of RELAX output

_ from SPICE output is given in Figure 2. Note that the deviation is quite small.

3.5 ll/Ieasurements

From the simulation results, two types of measurement are determined. ln propagation delay

test for both open and short faults, the transition delay at the observable output nodes are

recorded. Steady state supply current is also monitored in supply current test for short faults.

3.5.1 Transition Delay Measurement

l
From the output waveform, the transition time is recorded. The transition time of a signal is

defined as the time at which the signal reaches 0.9 of its total voltage swing. For example, a

rise time is the time at which the signal rises to 0.9 of its total voltage rise. Similarly, a fall

* l
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time is the time at which the signal falls 0.9 of its total voltage drop. For the output of

afault-freecircuit with a voltage of 5 volts and a minimum voltage of0 volt, the rise time is the

time at which the signal rises to 4.5 volts and the fall time is the time at which the signal falls

to 0.5 volts. The definitions are provided in Figure 3. ,

Transition delay, 1,,, is defined as the interval between the input transition time and the output

transition time of a combinational circuit. For sequential circuits, 1,, is defined as interval be-

tween the rise time of the activating clock pulse and the transition time of the output. The

increase in time delay, 6,, is measured as the increase in transition delay at output nodes of

faulty circuits when compared to the transition delay of a fault-free circuit.

3.5.2 Supply Current Measurement

For the supply current test, supply current, /¤¤„ is measured during steady state when the

current path is conducting. In simulations using SPICE, the measurement is obtalned as the

current across a dummy voltage source of 0 volt which connects the 5 volt voltage source and

the V,,,, node of a circuit. In simulations using RELAX, the dummy voltage source is replaced

with a 1 Q resistor. Supply current is determined based on the voltage drop across the re-

sistor.

The increase in steady state supply current, 6,, is measured as the increase in supply current

of faulty circuits above the supply current of a fault-free circuit.

Chapter 3. Simulation and Measurement Methodology 19
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3.6 Test Effectiveness

This research investigated open and short faults over a wide range of fault severities. The
measurements for a faulty circuit are compared to the measurements for the fault—free circuit.
The difference at each fault severity is calculated and plotted. Two effectiveness metrics are
defined to evaluate the effectiveness of a test. A more detailed definition is given in [58].

3.6.1 Fault Severity

Fault severity, S, indicates the relative severity of a fault when compared to the most severe
CMOS fault beyond which stuck-at behavior occurs. The range of S is between 0 and 1, with
0 being the fault-free condition and 1 indicating the most severe fault condition, beyond which
stuck—at behavior occurs. For example, an open fault with S=1 corresponds to the highest
open resistance value, beyond which stuck-at behavior occurs. For a short fault, S=1 indi-
cates the lowest short resistance value below which stuck-at behavior occurs. For an open
fault, fault severity is thus defined as

RS = ·—9··· [3.1]R¤<~>
where RW,) is the highest open resistor value beyond which stuck-at behavior occurs.

I
For a short fault, fault severity is defined as „

I
I

RS") Is = —— [3.2] „
RS

I

Iwhere RM is the lowest short resistor value beyond which stuck-at behavior occurs. „
I
I
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Let SA be the maximum acceptable severity ofa fault and ST be the minimum severity ofa fault l

that can be detected by a test T. The range of test T, R indicates the ability ofthe test to detect

the presence of an unacceptably severe fault. The range of test T is given by

1 — ST

lf the test can detect any fault of severity greater than SA, then R=1 or the test is 100 percent

efficient. lf ST is less than SA, the test is too sensitive and may reject a circuit that has ac-

ceptable defects. lf ST is greater than SA, the range of test T is less than 1 and the test may

fall to detect some unacceptable defects.

3.6.2 Differentiation

The differentiation is the fraction of increase in the measure for the faulty circuit above the

expected value of the measurement in a fault-free circuit.

Suppose that a test T requires measurement M to be made. M might be a measure of transl-

tion delay rd in delay testing or steady-state supply current IDG in current testing. For both, the

measurement increases monotonically with the fault severity. Let MG be the maximum value

of the measurement expected for a fault-free circuit and MT denote the minimum value of the

measurement expected for a faulty circuit. Since the value of measurement depends on fault

severity, the differentiation also depends on fault severity and is given by

M S — Mms) = [6.4]M6
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For propagation delay test, delay differentiation is used and defined as the ratio of increase
in delay due to a fault and the transition delay of a fault—free circuit. Delay differentiation is
thus denoted as

6 S)DD(S) = ..2%. [6.6]

For supply current test, current differentiation is used and defined as the ratio of increase in
supply current due to a fault and the steady-state supply current of a fault-free circuit. Current

differentiation is therefore given as

Öi„„($)cors) =7... [6.6]00

3.6.3 Effectiveness

Test effectiveness evaluates how good or bad a test performs using delay differentiation or

current differentiation. Two effectiveness metrics, range effectiveness and differentiation ef-

fectiveness, are defined to evaluate and compare tests considering two possible criteria.

The range effectiveness of a test assumes a fixed minimum acceptable difference, DA, be—

tween the fault—free circuit and the observed measurement on which to base the failure ofthe

circuit under test. DA is set based on performance criteria such as propagation delay and

supply current. The range effectiveness of the test is simply the range of fault severities that

can be detected given DA. For a given test T, define ST to be minimum severity such that I
I

D(ST) =DA. Differentiation below DA is considered acceptable and differentiation above DA is I
I

unacceptable. The range effectiveness is then denoted as „

I
ER = 1 "STI

I
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IFigure 4 shows values for DA and corresponding ST. The range effectiveness, EA, is also shown Iin Figure 4. I

The differentiation effectiveness of a test assumes that there is a maximum acceptable fault I
severity, SA. SA may be set based on process parameters and circuit or device simulation re-

sults. Defects with severity larger than SA are unacceptable and defects with severity lower

than SA are accepted. The differentiation effectiveness measures the minimum difference

between the measurement for a fault-free circuit and the circuit with a fault of severity greater

than or equal to SA. For a given test T, define differentiation DT such that DT= D(SA). The dif·

ferentiation effectiveness is then defined as

M S — MED = DT = [3.8]A MG

Figure 4 also shows values for DT and SA, and differentiation effectiveness, ED.

III
I

I

I

1
I

I
1
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Chapter 4. Results For Combinational Logic Circuits

ln integrated circuits, combinational circuits plays an important role in function implementa-

tion. Strictly speaking, almost all integrated circuits are composed of combinational circuits

since sequential circuits can be viewed as combinational circuits with clock pulses being input

signals. I

lt is known that in the presence of open or short faults, a combinational circuit can turn into

a sequential circuit by retaining the previous output logic as current output logic and thus

causes a large transition delay. The increase in transition delay may be masked out or re-

duced after the signal is propagated through several stages of gate.

Short fault increases the steady state supply current. The magnitude of increase may be af-

fected by the fault severity and the size of combinational circuit.

Three representative circuits of different characteristics are chosen. All three circuits allowI

the propagation of signal from faulty gate to observable output nodes. The circuitsareI

1. Inverter chain
I

2. four-bit ripple carry adder I

I
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3. eight—to-three priority encoder

Circuit diagrams are in Appendix A and test effectiveness results appear in Appendix B. The

circuits and results are discussed below.

4.1 Inverter Chain

4.1.1 Circuit Characteristics

The inverter chain is composed of a chain of seven inverters as shown in Figure 6. The sev-

enth inverter provides output load at the output node of the sixth inverter. There is one pri-

mary input node and one primary output node. When a transition occurs at the primary input,

the transition signal is inverted when propagated through each inverter.

4.1.2 Fault Locations

An open fault and a short fault are introduced at the first inverter ofthe chain. Open resistor,

Ro, connects the source of the n-channel transistor and Vs; as shown in Figure 6(a). This re-

duces the conductivity of the n-network during pull-down. The first type of short fault is mod-

elled as shown in Figure 6(a), and the second type of short fault is modelled as shown in _

Figure 6(b). The type 1 short fault is modelled with a short resistor, R,, connecting nodeXand

Vss. ln the type 2 short fault, R, connects node X and node Y in different inverter chain.
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4.1.3 Test Stimuli and Fault Sensitization Z
I

The input A = < 1,0,1 > is applied to test the open fault and type 1 short fault. To test the type [
2 short fault, an input E=1 is added to drive node Y to logic0.I

In a faulty circuit, the transition delay increases. The increase in delay is propagated through I
the inverter chain and eventually is observed at the primary output node.

4.1.3.1 Open Fault

An open fault in the n-network slows the fall of the first inverter output. The slow fall causes

the rise time delay ofthe second inverterto increase. The increase in transition is propagated

to the observable output node. For a more severe open fault, the transition delay at the ob-

servable output nodes increases more. When the fault becomes most severe, the output sig-

nal at node X does not change; stuck-at behavior occurs at the first inverter and ls propagated

to the observable output node.

4.1.3.2 Short Fault
I
I

I
A short fault in the n-network creates a current path that pulls against the rise of theinverteroutput

at X. The slow transition is propagated to the observable output node. The current

pathalsocarries a large amount of current and thus raises the steady state supply current of the
‘

clrcuit. When the short fault becomes more severe, the current path is more conductive. The 'A
output at X rises more slowly and the large transition delay is propagated to the observable '
output node. At the most severe short fault, the current path is perfectly conducting and the ‘

output at X does not rise. Stuck-at behavior ls then propagated to the observable output I

nodes. ' ‘
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4.1.4 Results

Signals at node B and node D are discussed. Note that node D is the observable output.

4.1.4.1 Open Fault

An open resistor, R„, in this circuit is changed from a low severity value of1 ki) to a high se-

verity value of 180 kQ. An open resistor below 1 k.Q produces insignilicant fault severity, while

an open resistor above 180 k.Q produces stuck-at behavior.

The delay differentiation for node B and node D is plotted in Figure 16. For both, delay dif-

ferentiation increases Iinearly as the fault severity increases. The delay differentiation at node

B increases more quickly than the delay differentiation at node D. For example, at fault se-

verity 0.2, the delay differentiation is 2.3 at node B and is 0.8 at node D. When fault severity -

is 0.6, the delay differentiation at node B increases to 6, while the delay differentiation at node

D increases to only 2. At a fault severity of 1, the delay differentiation at B reaches 10 and the

delay differentiation at D reaches 3.2.

4.1.4.2 Short Fault

A short resistor, R,, in this circuit is changed from a low value of 5 k.Q to a high value of 100

k.Q. A short resistor below 5 kQ produces stuck-at behavior and a short resistor above 100

kQ produces an insignilicant increase in delay when compared to the transition delay in a

fault-free inverter chain.

Delay differentiation at the two nodes for the type 1 short fault and the type 2 short fault

isplottedin Figure 17. ;
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l
In the type 1 short fault, the delay differentiation at nodes B and D increases exponentially as

the fault severity increases. The delay differentiation at node B increases more quickly. At

a fault severity of 0.2, the delay differentiation is 0.4 at node B and 0.2 at node D. At a fault

severity of 0.5, the delay differentiation is 2 at node B and 0.6 at node D. At a fault severity of

0.63, the delay differentiation at node B reaches 8.2, while the delay differentiation at node D

reaches 1.6. Beyond a fault severity of 0.63, stuck-at behavior occurs.

In the type 2 short fault model, the delay differentiation also increases exponentially with fault

severity. Again, the delay differentiation at node B increases more quickly. At a fault severity

of 0.5, the delay differentiation is 1 at node B and is 0.4 at node D. At fault severity 1, the delay

differentiation is 8.4 at node B and is 1.8 at node D.

The current differentiation for both types of short fault is plotted in Figure 18. The current

differentiation for both types increases as the fault severity increases. At a fault severity of

0.3, the current differentiation of the faulty circuit with the type 1 short fault is 12, and the

current differentiation of the circuit with the type 2 short fault is 11. At a fault severity of 0.63,

the current differentiation for the type 1 short fault increases to 22, and the current differen-

tiation for the type 2 short fault increases to 18. Beyond a fault severity of 0.63, circuit with the

type 1 short fault exhibits stuck-at behavior, whereas the circuit with a type 2 short faulthasa

current differentiation greater than 18, and exhibits stuck-at behavior beyond a faultseverityof

1.1

4.1.5 Observations Ä

In a fault-free circuit, the transition delay at node B is smallerthan the transition delay atnodeD.

In the event of open or short faults, transition delay of the circuit increases. A small

in-creasein transition delay at node B is large when compared to the small transition delay at Ä

L
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node B of a fault-free circuit. The same increase in transition delay, however, produces an

insignificant increase at node D when compared to the large transition delay at node D of a

fault-free circuit.

4.1.5.1 Open Fault

During pull-down, the n-channel transistor conducts to create a current path between node X

and Vss. An open fault connecting the source of an n-channel transistor and VSS raises the

resistance of the n-network. The conductivity of the n-network is reduced. Node X of a faulty

circuit takes longer to discharge than node X of a fault-free circuit. The fall time delay in-

creases. The slower fall causes the second Inverter output node to rise more slowly and the

increase in transition delay Is eventually propagated to the observable output nodes. '

4.1.5.2 Short Fault

A short fault connecting node X and Vss creates a current path. When the p-network conducts

and the n-network cuts off, node X is changed to logic 1 in a fault-free circuit. ln a faulty cir-

cuit, a short fault pulls against the rise at node X. As a result, the rise time delay at node X

increases. At the same time, the conducting p-network and the short resistor create a current

path between VDD and VSS. The steady state supply current increases.

When a short resistor connects between an output node_and VSS, the resistor creates a current

path from the output node to Vss. When a short resistor connects an output node ofa gate with

an output node of a second gate which is at logic 0, the short resistor and the ON resistor of

the n—channel transistor at the second gate create a conducting path. The total resistorvalueof

the type 2 short fault is larger and, therefore, the strength pulling against the rise is

lessthanthe strength ofthe type 1 short fault. The second type of short fault also draws a smallerl
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amount of current than the first type of short fault due to a higher total resistor value. As a

result, at the same fault severity, the type 1 short fault produces a larger transltion delay and

draws a larger supply current than the type 2 short fault.

4.1.6 General Conclusions

When there is a short propagation path between the faulty gate and the observable output

node, a slight increase in transltion delay due to a fault is significant. When the propagation

path between the faulty gate and the observable output node is long, the increase in delay due

to a fault becomes insignificant when compared to a large delay at a fault-free output.

Also, it is harder to detect a short fault between two output nodes than a short fault between

an output node and Vss.

‘ The steady state supply current increases as the short fault becomes more severe.

4.2 Four-bit Ripple Carry Adder

4.2.1 Circuit Characteristics

A four-bit ripple carry adder is composed of a chain of four full adders as shown in

Figure 7(a). The carry-out signal of stage 1 is the carry·in signal of stage 2, and so on. ;

Figure 7(b) shows a CARRY gate and Figure 7(c) shows a SUM gate. The complex

gatesimplementthe following equations. I
l
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Cour(1I) = Ai~(Ü X B1~(1) + A1~(t) X CIN(t) + B1~(t) X CINÜ) [41]

$(*7 = A1~(t)®Bi~(t)®Ci~(1) [42]

There are nine primary input nodes: A, to A3, Bo to B3, and C,. There are üve observable output

nodes: S, to S,. and C,.

4.2.2 Fault Locations

An open fault and a short fault are introduced at the CARRY gate of the tirst full adder, as

shown in Figure 7(b). An open fault is modelled with R„ connecting node X and Vss along path

1. This reduces the conductivity of the n-network along path 1. A short fault is modelled with

a resistor connecting X and Y, creating a current path when n,, is off.

4.2.3 Test Stimuli and Fault Sensitization

When an open or short faults occur at the faulty gate, the transition delay at gate output in-

creases. In this circuit, the transition delay at node C, increases.

Only two primary inputs, A, and 8,,, control the conduction of path 1 of the faulty gate. In

testing an open fault, path 1 has to be off in the initialization phase and on during the test

phase. In testing a short fault, path 1 has to be on during the initialization phase and offduring

the test phase. Transistor na is turned on by setting B,,=1 throughout the process. TransistorI

n,, is turned on and off by toggling the signal at node A, such that A,,(t)= < 1,0,1 >. The signal I

at node Co is 0 to turn off path 2. To propagate the transition to all subsequent observable I

outputs, A,A2A,= 111 and B,B2B,=000.
I

I
I
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4.2.3.1 Open Fault

An open fault in path 1 slows the fall of the signal at node Ö and thus the signal at node C,

rises more slowly. When a fault is less severe, a small increase in delay is observed at node

C,. The increase in rise time delay is propagated to all subsequent observable output nodes.

When an open fault becomes very severe, the signal at node Ö does not fall and thus the

signal at node C, does not rise. Stuck·at behavior is propagated to other observable output

nodes.

4.2.3.2 Short Fault

A short fault in path 1 creates a current path which reduces the pull·up strength of the gate.

The signal at node C-E rises more slowly, and thus the signal at node C, falls more slowly. The

increase in fall time delay is propagated to other observable output nodes. When a short fault

becomes very severe, the signal at node C, does not fall and stuck-at behavior results.

4.2.4 Results

Only four observable output nodes are affected by the increase in delay due to either open
”

or short faults.

}
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4.2.4.1 Open Fault

An open resistor, Ro, in this circuit is changed from a low value of1 k.Q to a most severe value
of 32 k.Q. An open resistor below 1 k.Q produces an insignificant fault severity and an open

resistor above 32 k.Q produces stuck-at behavior.

The delay differentiation of the affected output increases linearly as the fault severity in—

creases. The plots are shown in Figure 19. The delay differentiation at node S, increases

most quickly, followed by the delay differentiation at node S2, node S4, and node C4.

4.2.4.2 Short Fault

A short resistor, R,, in this circuit is changed from a high value of 40 k.Q to a low value of 1.2

k.Q. A short resistor above 40 k.Q produces an insigniücant fault severity. A short resistor

below 1.2 l<.Q produces stuck-at behavior.

All four plots in Figure 20 show an exponential increase in delay differentiation as the fault

severity increases. The delay differentiation at node S, increases most quickly, followed by

the delay differentiation at S2, at S4, and at C4.

The steady state supply current of a faulty circuit also increases as the fault severity in-

creases. The current differentiation is shown in Figure 21.
I
I

_ I4.2.5 Observations
I

As expected, the fault-free transition delay at node S, is the smallest among all affected ob-

servable output the signals. A slight increase in transition delay becomes signiticant. The I
I
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fault-free transition delay at node 82 is larger than the fault-free transition delay at node 8,, ,
and thus the increase of transition delay at S2 is less significant than the same magnitude of I

I

increase at S,. The fault-free transition delays at node 8, and C, are even larger, and thus the I

same magnitude of increase in transition delay at both nodes becomes even less signiticant. ä
I
I

4.2.5.1 Open Fault ;
I

When an open fault occurs, the increase in delay at node C, is propagated to nodes 8, and

C2. The increase in delay at node C2 is then propagated to node 82 and C,. The increase in

transition delay is tinally propagated to nodes S, and C,. Since node 8,, is not affected by the

fault, the transition delay of the signal at node 8,, does not increase.

4.2.5.2 Short Fault

Similar to the case of open fault, the increase in delay at C, due to short fault is propagated

to all observable nodes, except 80.

The short resistor also creates a current path that draws a large supply current when the p-
V

network is on and the n—network ls off. As the short fault becomes more severe, more supply I
I

current is drawn through the short resistor. As a result, the supply current increases with the ,
faultseverity.I

I

I

·
I

4.2.6 General Conclusions ,
I

When the transition delay of a fauIt—free circuit is small, the increase in transition delaydueto

a fault is more noticeable. When a fault-free circuit has a long propagation path, the tran- I

I
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sition delay becomes large and the increase in transition delay becomes less signiticant.

While delay differentiation test becomes inefticient in testing a circuit containing a lengthy

propagation path between the faulty gate and the observable output nodes, the supply current

test is just as effective for testing a short fault.

4.3 8-to-3 Priority Encoder

4.3.1 Circuit Characteristics

An 8-to-3 priority encoder is composed of a set of eight priority assignment elements (PE’s)

. and one encoding element as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9(a) shows a priority assignment

element and Figure 9(b) shows an encoding element. The priority encoder has eight primary

inputs, denoted as /0 to I, . The circuit has four observable outputs, denoted A0 to A2 and go.

Figure 9(a) shows that a priority assignment element i (PE,) is composed of one NAND gate,

one NOR gate, and one inverter. The NAND gate has I, and g,,„, as inputs and as an output.

The inverter produces E,. The NOR gate has I, and Q., as inputs and g, as an output. The gates

implement the following functions.

Ellt) = g.+.<¤>><hlr>gilt)

= Quilt) + hlt) = 0,+,lt) >< [4-4] ;
l

From the equation, g,,,(t)=0 produces E,(t)=0 and g,(t)=0. Otherwise, E,(t)=l,(t) and g,(t)=

Ä
l
l
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The priority elements assign a higher priority to a higher bit of I. I, therefore has a higher

priority than I, which has a higher priority than I,, and so on. g,(z‘) is a priority flag for PE,. lf

g,+,(t)=0, a priority has been set for an input of priority i+1 or higher. A logic 1 at a higher

priority bit of input is transmitted. Any logic 1 at a lower priority bit is ignored. lf g,+,(t)=1,

no priority is set for higher bits. lf I,(t)=1, the priority is set for biti by producing g,(t)=0. Any

logic 1 at a lower priority bit cannot be transmitted. Otherwise, g,(f)=l allows the trans-

mission of a logic 1 at an input with a lower priority.

When all primary inputs are 0, all A’s are 0 and g,=1, which indicates no active inputs. When

one of the primary inputs is 1, the logic 1 is transmitted and encoded. An input vector of a

single logic 1 also produces g,=0. When more than one of the primary inputs are 1, logic 1

of a higher priority input is transmitted to the encoding element, and logic 1 of a lower priority

input is ignored. For example, if I, and I, are 1, I, is transmitted as E, and I, is ignored, so E,

=0.Figure 9(b) shows that the encoding element is composed of three four-input OR gates en-

coding the E's as follows.

A2(t) = E,(t) + E5(t) + E,(t) + E,(t) [4.5]

A,(t) = E2(t) + E3(t) + E6(t) + E,(t) [4.6]

AO(t) = E,(t) + E3(t) + E5(t) + E,(t) [4.7]

Since only one of the E's equals 1 at any time, there is no input contention at the encoding

element. A correct output vector is produced.

I
I
I
I
I
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4.3.2 Fault Locations ·
I
l

An open fault and a short fault are introduced at the NOR gate of PE,, as shown in Figure 9(a).
k

The open fault is modelled with a resistor connecting node X and V,,_ A short fault is modelled

with a resistor connecting g, and X, creating a current path even when ng and n, turn off.

4.3.3 Test Stimuli and Fault Sensitization

When g,(t)=1, no priority is set for either I,(t) or /,(t). A logic 1 is propagated through the pri-

ority assignment elements until an input of logic 1 is detected at one of the priority assignment

elements, which produces a logic 0 at the corresponding node g. When g,(t) is at logic 0, either

I,(t) or /,(t) is encoded. The logic 0 at g, is eventually propagated to node g,. Since both logic
' 0 and logic 1 can be propagated along the priority assignment elements, a transition in signal

g,(t) should be propagated also.

An input of l,(t)I,(t)= < 10,11 > is applied to test the open fault. An input of/,(t)/,(t)= <11,10>

is applied to test the short fault. Other inputs remain 0 throughout both tests.

4.3.3.1 Open Fault

When l,(t) rises, an open fault in the NOR gate of PE, slows the fall at node g,. The slower fall I
I

at g, blocks the transmission of any lower priority bit more slowly. An increase in delay

mayoccurat the encoded signal. ln the event of a more severe fault, an incorrect output may oc- :

cur.I
[I
I
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4.3.3.2 Short Fault

When l,(t) falls, a short fault in the NOR gate of PE, slows the rise at node g,. The slow rise

at g, causes a lower priority input to be encoded more slowly. An increase in delay may occur

at the encoded signal. When a short fault becomes more severe, an lncorrect signal may

occur

4.3.4 Results

Only the transition delay at A, is dlscussed.

4.3.4.1 Open Fault

An open resistor value lower than 5 k.Q produces an inslgnlticant increase in delay, when

compared to the transition delay of a fault-free circuit. An open resistor larger than 100 k.Q

produces stuck—at behavior. The delay differentlation at node A, is plotted in Figure 22. The

delay dlfferentiatlon increases quickly with the fault severity.

4.3.4.2 Short Fault

A short resistor value lower than 8 kQ produces stuck-at behavior, and a short resistor larger

than 200 kQ produces an inslgniticant fault severity. I

In the event of a short fault, the signal at node A, rises more slowly than in the fault—free cir- ·
cult. When the fault becomes more severe, the rise time delay increases. The delay differ- Q
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entiation is plotted in Figure 23. The delay differentiation increases exponentially with the [

fault severity.

While the delay differentiation increases to less than 1 for a fault severity of 1, current differ-

entiation increases linearly and quickly with the increase of fault severity. The current differ-

entiation is plotted in Figure 24.

4.3.5 Observations

4.3.5.1 Open Fault

ln a fault·free circuit, a rise at node I, pulls the signal at node g, down almost immediately.

In a faulty circuit, an open resistor in the n-network reduces the conduction and the signal at

node g, falls more slowly. The increased delay is propagated down the chain of primary as-

signment elements. ‘ As a consequence, the signal at node g, falls more slowly and a logic 1

at PE, is blocked more slowly.

Before the fall at node gp a logic 1 at node I, is transmitted to the encoding element. At the

same time, a logic 1 at node I, is also transmitted. Input contention occurs at the encoding

element as two logic 1’s are encoded simultaneously. The output signal at node A, is sup-

posed to fall when the signal at node I, rises. However, since the signal at node I, is also 1
‘
I

and is transmitted due to the slower fall of g,(t), the output signal at node A, remains at logic '
I

1 before node I, is blocked. When the logic 1 at node I, is blocked, the output signal at node '

A, falls to logic 0. A correctly encoded signal is then produced. ‘
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When the open fault becomes more severe, the signal at node gs falls more slowly, and thus

the incorrect output signal is sustained longer. For the most severe fault, gs(t) does not fall
and stuck—at behavior occurs.

4.3.5.2 Short Fault

In a fault-free circuit, the fall at node Is causes gs(t) to rise immediately. ln a faulty circuit, a
short resistor in the n-network creates a current path between nodes gs and Vss that pulls

down the signal at node gs. The current path results in high supply current consumption and

a slow rise at node gs. When gs(t) rises more slowly, gs(t) also rises more slowly, as does

92(t)·

Before the signal at node gz rises, a logic 1 at input node I, is not transmitted. ln the mean-

time, node Es produces a logic 0 due to a logic 0 at input node Is. The output signals at node

As and node A, are affected by the input signal at node Is and thus fall immediately. The signal

at node As is affected by the input signal at node I,. Due to a slower rise at node gs, a logic 1

at input node I, is transmitted more slowly. As a consequence, the output at node As rises

more slowly. ‘

When the short fault becomes more severe, the signal at node gs rises more slowly, and thus

the incorrect output signal is sustained longer. At the most severe short fault, the signal at

node gs does not rise and stuck-at behavior occurs.

_ I4.3.6 General Concluslons
I

I
When a propagation delay is relatively small compared to a fault-free gate delay, a slight in-

crease of the gate delay results in a significant increase in the transition delay of the observ- I
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able output. When the propagation delay is relatively large compared to a fault-free gate
delay, a sllght increase in gate delay due to a fault causes an insigniticant increase in the
observable output delay. ,

ln a faulty circuit, if the previous output value of the affected node is 1 and the current output

*

value is 1, there may be a transient logic 0 if momentarily no logic 1 is encoded. .

When only one of the observable output nodes is affected by the fault and its previous output
is different from the current output, the node produces a larger transltion delay when com-
pared to the other two output nodes. A momentarily false output is produced.

Even when the propagation delay test is not effective due to the stated factors, the supply

current test is still effective for testing short faults.

l
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Chapter 5. Results For Sequential Circuits

Sequential circuits by nature operate using a fixed clock period. The times at which inputs

and outputs are valid are critical for sequential circuits. In sequential circuits, inputs to the

latches are transmitted whenever the clock is active, or valid. Sequential circuits are, there-

fore, designed so that inputs are always valid when the clock is valid.

ln a fault-free sequential circuit, any valid transition of gate outputs occur before the clock is

valid. In the presence of open or short faults, the transition of gate outputs may occur more

slowly. A transition may or may not be transmitted depending on the magnitude of increase

in transition delay at a gate output, which depends on the severity of the fault.

Four sequential circuits considered in this research. All circuits use a level-sensitive, two-

phase non-overlapping clock. Two timing parameters are varied to investigate test effective-

ness of propagation delaytest and supply current test. The first parameter, clock speed, is

varied from slow to fast. The second parameter, slack, is also varied over a wide range of

values. Slack is the interval between the time at which the input to the latches is valid and

the time at which the clock ofthe latches rises.
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Detailed descriptions of circuit characteristics and faults, results and observations are given

in the rest of this chapter for the four circuits:

1. four-bit parallel in serial out register

2. eight-bit up/down counter

3. bit-serial adder (FCMOS logic), and

4. bit-serial adder (domino logic).

Circuit diagrams are in Appendix A and test effectiveness results appear in Appendix B. The

circuit and results are dlscussed below.

( 5.1 Parallel ln Serial Out Register

5.1.1 Circuit Characteristics

A four-bit parallel in serial out register is composed of four bit-cells, as shown in Figure 10.

The bit—cell is a modified static D flip-flop. The register has seven primary inputs: four parallel

inputs, I., lz, Iz, and /4, one serial input, A0, and two control signals, Sh and Wr. For every bit-

cell, there are two non-overlapping clock signals, (b, and (bz. The observable outputs are

A,, Az, Az, and A,.

A qualilied clock, Wr•(b,, loads the parallel inputs into the register. Another qualitied clock, l
Sh•<b1, Shlfts the signal from the previous stage into the register. A third qualitied clock, VW-

Sh·(b,, refreshes the signal by transmitting the output of individual bit-cell back into the bit-cell. Ä

Only one of the transmission gates is turned on at anytime.Ä
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When Wr•¢>,(t)=1, transmission gate 1 of bit-cell I transmits the parallel input, /,(t), to node I

B,. When Sh•¢>,(t)=1, transmission gate 2 of bit—celI I transmits the serial input, A,_,(t), to node

B,. When Wr•§1—•qb,(t)=1, a hold operation Is performed by turning transmission gate 3 on.

Inverter INV, of bit-cell I inverts the signal at node B, to produce a signal at node C,. When

¢2(t)=1, the signal at node C, Is transmitted to node D,. Inverter INV2 Inverts the signal at node

D, to produce a signal at node A, as A,(t+1)=D,(t).

5.1.2 Fault Locations

An open fault and a short fault are introduced at Inverter INV2 of bit-cell 1 as shown In

Figure 11. An open fault is modelled with a resistor R, connecting node X and VS, of Inverter

INVZ, reducing the conductivity of the n-network. A short fault is modelled with a resistor R,

connecting A, and Vs,. This creates a current path even when the n-channel transistor is off.

5.1.3 Test Stimuli and Fault Sensitization

Parallel Inputs are initially loaded by setting Wr•¢,=1 in the first cycle. The parallel Input

vector is /,/2/3/,=0101. ln every subsequent cycle, the register shifts in the serial Inputs. The

data in each bit-cell is transferred to a subsequent bit-cell. The serial input signal used is

A,,= <1,0,1,0>. In this way, the four observable outputs A,A2A,A, toggle at each clock cycle.

In a fault-free circuit, the transition delay of observable outputs Is small.
I
I
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5.1.3.1 Open Fault I

An open fault in INVZ of bit-cell 1 slows the fall ofthe signal at node A,. The increase in fall time

delay is propagated to the next bit-cell of the register during a shift operation. In the event

of a more severe open fault, the signal at node A, does hot fall and stuck-at behavior is

produced. Stuck-at behavior is also propagated to the subsequent bit-cells.

5.1.3.2 Shurt Fault

A short fault in INVZ of bit-cell 1 slows the rise of the signal at node A,. The slow rise causes

a large rise time delay in the subsequent bit-cell during a shilt operation. When a more severe

short fault occurs, the signal at node A, does not rise, and the effect is propagated to subse-

quent bit-cells as stuck-at behavior. '

5.1.4 Results

There are four observable output nodes: A0 to A,. Only two observable output nodes, A, and

A2, show an increase in transition delay with the increase of fault severity. The transition de-

lay of an output is measured as the interval between the rise of ¢>2(t) and the transition of the

signal.I

I

I

I
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5.1.4.1 Open Fault

ln this circuit, the open resistor, Ro, is changed from a least severe value of 1 kQ to a most

severe value of 36 k.Q. An open resistor below 1 kQ produces a fault of insignificant severity,

while an open resistor above 36 KQ produces stuck-at behavior.

Figure 25 shows the delay differentiation at node A, and node A2. Curve A(1) shows the delay

differentiation at node A,, and curve A(2) shows the delay differentiation at node A,. The delay

differentiation at node A, increases with the fault severity. The increase in delay at node A,

affects the delay at node A2. _

5.1.4.2 Short Fault

Short faults are examined for seven values of clock frequency, to investigate the effect of clock

speed or slack on test effectiveness. Since the faults are introduced at inverter INVZ of bit·cell

1, the variations in effectiveness of tests for short faults at different clock frequencies can be

used to expect the variations in effectiveness of tests for open faults at different clock fre-

quencies.

For any given case, a short resistor below 1 kQ produces stuck-at behavior, while a short re-

sistor higher than 20 kl) produces an inslgnificant increase in delay when compared to the

fault-free delay. The clock frequency for all seven cases are shown in Table 1.

The transition delay at nodes A, and A2 for a fault-free clrcuit is first examined. The fault—free

transition delay of all cases deviates by no more than ten percent. From seven cases, three ,

cases are selected. The delay differentiation at A, is plotted in Figure 26. The delay differ- °I
entiation at A, is plotted in Figure 27. The current differentiation is plotted in Figure 28. ¤
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Table 1. Clock frequency for different cases: R,,,)-1 kQ and RW,)-20 k.Q

. Case Clock Speed (ns.)

1 20
2 25
3 30
4 35
5 40
6 45
7 50

5.1.5 Observations

5.1.5.1 Open Fault

An open fault in INV, of bit—cell 1 reduces the conductivity during pull-down. The fall time delay

thus increases. As the open fault severity increases, the fall time delay at node A, increases

more.

In the event of a slightly severe open fault, the fall time delay is blocked by transmission gate

2 of bit—cell 2. The small increase in delay is not propagated to bit-cell 2, and thus no increase

in delay is produced at node A2. When the open fault becomes more severe, bit-cell 1

produces a weak logic 0 at node A,, in addition to the large transition delay. The increase in

delay is reduced by the transmission gate 2 of bit-cell 2, but the weak logic 0 is transmitted

to B2 when transmission gate 2 is turned on. A weak logic 0 causes INV, of bit—cell 2 to switch

more slowly in addition to the increase in transition delay at node B2, and thus produces a

large increase in transition delay at node C2. The increase in delay is propagated to node A2.

Although bit-cell 2 produces a large fall time delay, it produces a strong logic 0. The increase
Iin delay is blocked by the transmission gate and a strong logic 0 causes a fast switch at INV,
I
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of bit-cell 3. Therefore, the transition delay of the signal at node A, is not affected by thefaultseverity.For

the most severe open fault considered, the open fault cuts off the conduction path to ;
produce stuck-at behavior at node A,. Stuck-at behavior is propagated to the higher·order Ibit-cells. ’
5.1.5.2 Short Fault
A short fault in INV, of bit-cell 1 creates a current path between node A, and VS,. The con-

duction path reduces the pull-up strength of the faulty inverter, and thus the rise time delay

at node A, increases. As the short fault severity increases, the rise time delay at node A, in-creases.
Similar to the open fault, the short fault produces a weak logic 1 in addition to a large rise time

delay. The increase in rise time delay is reduced by transmission gate 2 of bit-cell 2, but the

weak logic 1 is transmitted to node B2. The weak logic 1 causes INV, of bit-cell 2 to switch more

slowly. Adding to the increase in transition delay at node B2, it results in a large rise time

delay at node A,. A strong logic 1 at node A2 causes no increase in rise time delay at node

AT

When the qualilied clock rises, the logic value at node A, is transmitted to node B2. ln the event

of a small increase in delay, the signal at node A, rises before the qualitied clock rises, and
I

thus the increase in delay is not transmitted. In the event of a more severe fault, thesignalat

node A, rises more slowly. lf the clock speed is slow, the rise takes place before the rise E

of the qualitied clock. A small increase in delay is created at node A2 due to the effect of

aweaklogic 1. If the clock speed is fast, the rise of the qualitied clock takes place before

theriseof the signal at node A,. The increase in delay is transmitted in addition to the weak logicI
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l

1. The consequence is a large increase in delay at node A2. As the fault severitybecomesmore

severe, the signal at node A, rises more slowly. A circuit with a low clock frequency has

sufticient time to transmit the logic value at node A, to node B2, and produce an increase in

transition delay. A fast clock speed cuts offthe transmission gate 2 of bit-cell 2 before the rise

of signal node A,, which results in the incorrect transmission of the logic value. As a result,

the same fault severity that produces a large transition delay in a circuit with a slow clock

speed may produce stuck-at behavior in a circuit with a fast clock speed.

With a slow clock speed, the supply current has suflicient time to decay to a steady state be-

fore another gate turns on to produce a current spike. The steady state supply current is on

the order of a few micro amperes. When a faulty circuit draws a large supply current, the in-

crease in current is signilicant. With a fast clock speed, the transitions are constantly

producing current spikes. The supply current has no time to settle at a steady state. As a

result, a large current is produced even in a fault-free circuit. When a large current is

produced due to the short fault, the increase becomes insignificant when compared to the

large supply current of the fault·free circuit. Supply current test is therefore less effective in

a circuit with a high clock frequency.

5.1.6 General Conclusions

An open fault or a short fault not only produces an increase in transition delay, but also

produces a weak logic 0 or a weak logic 1. A transmission gate blocks the transmission of a

small increase in delay, but the weak logic value causes a slow transition delay in the next

stage of gate. When the increase in transition delay is large, the transmission gate reduces

the amount of increase when transmitting the signal. However, the weak logic value produced

by the faulty gate is transmitted and switches the next stage more slowly. The combination

i
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of the increase in transition delay and a weak logic value contributes to a large increase in

transition delay at the next stage of the faulty circuit.

There are two ways of producing stuck-at behavior. ln the first, the transition at the faulty gate

output occurs more slowly than the fall ofqualified clock. The transition is not propagated and

stuck-at behavior occurs. ln the second, the faulty gate produces permanent, or stuck-at out-

put logic value.

The delay test is more efficient in testing a circuit with a fast clock than with slow clock. The

current test, however, has to be performed under a slow clock speed.

. 5.2 Eight-bit Up/Down Counter

5.2.1 Circuit Characteristics

The eight-bit up/down counter is composed of eight cells. As shown in Figure 12, each indi-

vidual cell combines static combinational logic gates with a static flip-flop, to produce one bit

of the counter output A„(t), A,(t), ,A,(t). There are five control signals, load (LD(f))„ up (

UP(t)), down (DN(t)), preset (PST(t)), and clear (CLR(t)). Only one control signal is enabled

at any time. The static combinational logic gates are two levels of NAND gates producing the

output signal 7,(z‘) at node T, as follows.

TO(t) = UP -l- DN
I-1 '—l [5.1] I

T,(t) = UP(t) x 2,4,0*) +DN(t) x 2A,(t) , fori = 1,2, ,7 ,
]=0 j=0 I
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Two of the five control signals are the inputs to the NAND gates as shown in Figure 12(a).

The other three control signals drive transmission gates in the register as shown in

Figure 12(b).

As the number of primary inputs to the first level NAND gates, 6,, and 6,,, increases, the size

of the gates also increase. The driving capability of the gates is reduced by having many n-l
channel transistors in series between node X, and Vss or between node Y, and Vss. The rising

and falling of gate outputs are, therefore, slow. To increase the driving capability and cause

faster rising and falling at each gate output, the larger NAND gates are decomposed into

combination of smaller gates. The smaller gates have medium depth with a maximum of four

transistors between the output node and VSS. Due to the decomposition, the signal from the

primary inputs to node T, has a propagation path of either two or three gates.

Based on Equation 5.1 and Figure 12(a), for all but cell 0, 7,(t)=1 if X,(t) or Y,(t)=0. T,,(t)=1 if

· either UP(t) or DN(t) is 1. T,(t) drives the flip·tiop of cell i. Figure 12(b) shows that for each cell

i, there are two feedback paths driven by 7,(t) and . The paths are wire-ORed at node

B,. For T,(t)=0, node B,(t) receives the uncomplemented signal A,(t). For 7](t)=1, B,(t)=Ä(t).

ln short, B,(t) = T,(t)®A,(t). To implement the load function, the third control signal, LD, ls

added to drive the input signal l,(t) to node B,. The signal at node B, is propagated to node

A, through two transmission gates and two inverters. The two transmission gates are driven

by two non-overlapping clock signals, ¢,(t) and qb,(f). The two inverters act as buffers for

driving the output signal.

Signal B,(t) is propagated to node C, when ¢>,(t)=1. With the inverter, D,(t)=_C,(t). When

q$,(t)=1, D,(t) is propagated to node E, and output to node A, as . Since the transmission

gate is passing the signal, the correct signal (logic value) has to stabilize at B, before or during E

the rise of ¢>, and at D, before or during the rise ofd>,(t).l
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5.2.2 Fault Locations

An open fault and a short fault are introduced at gate G,,. The faulted gate is shown in

Figure 13. The open fault is modelled as a resistor R, connecting the bottom n-channel tran-

sistor to Vs,. This reduces the conductivity through the n-network during pull-down. The short

fault is modelled as a resistor R, connecting X, and Vss, creating a current path between VDD
and Vs, when the n-network is off and the p·network is on.

5.2.3 Test Stimuli and Fault Sensitization

Gate G,, has two inputs, A,,(t) and UP(t). To control the response of gate G,,, We apply the input

signal UP(t) such that UP(t) toggles with ¢,(t). The UP(t) signal leads qS,(t) by a slack of A and

falls simultaneously with ¢>,(t), as shown in Figure 5. When UP(t)=0, X,(t)=1, regardless of

A„(t). At the same time, DN(t) is kept constant at 0, which makes Y,(t) =1, and T,(t)=X,(t).

For small slack A, UP(t) rises more slowly than A,,(t) switches. In that case, even when A„(t)

rises, X,(t) can fall only after UP(t) rises. The signal is then propagated to node T, which drives

node B, to the correct logic value. ln a fault-free circuit, UP(t)=1 propagates A„(t) to node

T,. For example, assume A,,(t)=1. Then T,(t)=1 when UP(t)=1 and B,(t)=A,(t) which will

later produce an output of A,(t+ 1)=A,(t). For a large slack A above some threshold value,

UP(t) rises before A,,(t) changes. T,(t) then becomes dependent on changes in A,,(t).

5.2.3.1 Open Fault

An open fault in gate G,, slows the fall of signal X,(t), and hence T,(t) rises more slowly. Ifthe ,
— Irise time delay of T,(t) is large, B, may not stabilize at A,(t) when ¢>,(t) is high. When an un- I
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Figure 5. The UP(t) waveform with respect to the d>,(t) waveform.
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stabilized B,(t) is propagated through the transmission gates and the inverters, a less severe .

·
fault results in an increase in the transition delay and a more severe fault results in an in-

correct Iogic value at the output node A,. Since A,,(t) is leading ¢,(t) by a constant time interval

and the transition at T, depends on the transition at A, for a circuit with large slack A, T,(t) is

also leading ¢>,(t) by a constant time interval. As a consequence, as A is larger than a certain

value, any open resistor value results in the same large increase in delay at T, regardless of

A value. Stuck-at behavior also occurs for one resistor value for all circuits with A larger than

the threshold value. _

5.2.3.2 Short Fault

A short fault in gate G,, may slow the rise of X,(t), and T,(t) will then fall more slowly. Since

T,(t) falls more slowly and rises more quickly, node B, receives the complemented signal

AX?) more quickly than it receives A,(t). Although node B, receives more quickly in the

faulty case than in the fault-free case, the signal is not transmitted to node C, until the rise of

„ qS,(t). ¢>,(t) prevents the early transmission ofthe signal and hence the signal A,(t + 1) changes

without any increase in delay. Also, since T,(t) falls more slowly, signal A,(t) is transmitted to

node B, more slowly. The further transmission ofthe signal to node A, in the next clock cycle

is also delayed. But since A,(t+1)=A,(t), the delay is not detected. However, as the rise of

X,(t) becomes very slow, or even stuck at logic 0, the complemented signal is constantly

transmitted even when A,(t) is supposed to be transmitted. An incorrect logic value is

produced, resulting in stuck-at behavior at A,(t) .

i
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5.2.4 Results

Although all observable outputs are affected during a severe fault condition that results in

stuck-at behavior, it is found that only signal A,(t) is delayed by the open and short faults in

gate G,,. Other output delays remain constant throughout the range of open and short fault

severities for all cases. As a result, the delay differentiation is discussed only for signal

A,(t). Current differentiation is discussed for the short fault.

5.2.4.1 Open Fault

Open faults are examined for ten different values of slack A. For any given value of A, an open

resistor value lower than Rom produces an insigniücant increase in delay, while an open re-

sistor larger than R„,,,, produces stuck-at behavior at node A,. The ranges ofthe resistor values

for all ten cases are shown in Table 2.

V The transition delay of the fault—free circuit is examined ürst. The transition delay decreases

as the slack increases. When the slack is 1 nanosecond, the delay is at a high value of 7.5

nanoseconds. When the slack increases to 9 nanoseconds, the delay is reduced to 5.9

nanoseconds. When the slack is 19 nanoseconds, the delay is only 5.3 nanoseconds.

The delay differentiation values for all ten cases were recorded. The curves are categorized

into three groups based on the results and are shown in Figure 29. The first threecases,where

the slack is less than or equal to 5 nanoseconds, make up theürst group. Themajorityof

the simulated cases fall into the second group, where the slack is between 7nanosecondsand

17 nanoseconds. The third group is the case where A=19nanoseconds.Chapter
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Table 2. Resistor range for different A values: Roo)- low resistor value, Roo,)- high resistor
value.

Case A (ns.) Roo) (k£2) Roo,) (kS2)
1 1 1 6
2 3 1 12
3 5 1 18
4 7 1 24
5 9 1 28
6 11 1 32
7 13 1 34
8 15 1 34
9 17 1 36
10 19 1 36

5.2.4.2 Short Fault

In this circuit, the short resistor, Ro, is changed from a least severe value of 50 k.Q to a most

severe value of 4.5 ki!. Any resistor value belowl4.5 kQ produces stuck-at behavior.

The transition delay at A, is not intluenced by the severity of the short fault. As discussed

above, the short fault in gate G,, affects only the hold operation of the circuit. However, in a

hold operation, the slow propagation ofthe same logic value of A,(t) cannot be detected by the

propagation delay test. The current test, however, can detect this type of short fault. The

steady state current increases as the fault severity increases as shown in Figure 30.

5.2.5 Observations

5.2.5.1 Open Fault Ä

During the counting up operation, the flip—flop for cell 1 requires T,(t) to be high before orwhend>,(t)

is high to toggle the logic value. Since the open fault occurs at gate G,,, and Y,(t)remainsChapter
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1 at all times, the open fault increases the fall time delay of X,(t) and hence the rise time delay

of T,(t) .

Assume A,,(t)=1 and A is small. When T,(t) is 0, the uncomplemented logic value, A,(t), is

initially transmitted to node B,. As T,(t) rises, is transmitted to change the logic value at

B,. ln the fault-free case, B,(t) changes to a correct logic value before the rise of ¢>,(t). For a

low fault severity condition, B,(t) is changed during the rise of qS,(z‘). The signal at B, is almost

stable at the correct logic value when ¢>,(t) rises. When ¢>,(t) falls, C, stabilizes at the correct

logic value. The output voltage level and the delay are only slightly affected. After the second

transmission gate and the second inverter, the increase in switching delay is further reduced

and the voltage level is stabilized. The resulting effect is insignificant delay differentiation with

no voltage distortion.

”
lf the fault severity is large, signal B,(t) changes while 4/>,(t) is high. B,(t) may not have sufti-

cient time to stabilize when ¢>,(t) cuts off the transmission gate. As a result, C,(t) may settle

somewhere between 0 and 5 volts. The voltage level depends on when B,(t) changes before

the transmission gate turns off. lf B,(t) has a longer time to change before qS,(t) falls, the un-

known voltage level is closer to the correct logic value. But, if B,(t) is given a short time to

change before qS,(t) falls, the unknown voltage level is closer to the incorrect logic value. The

weak correct (incorrect) logic value is then propagated through the inverter. Since the signal

is weak, the output of the inverter switches slowly and additional delay occurs. The increase

in delay is propagated through the transmission gate controlled by ¢>2 and is observed at A,.

However, since the incorrect logic value of A,(t+ 1)= A,(t), no increase in transition delay ls

detected. Nevertheless, the incorrect output is detected.

If the slack is large, a small increase in delay at T,(t) has no effect on the transmission of the

complemented signal —/W5 to node B,. Since T,(t) rises long before the rise of ¢>,(t), node B,

still has sufücient time to charge or discharge to the correct logic value. There is essentially

no increase in the delay at the output response of A,(t).
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As the open resistor value increases, the delay in T,(t) increases. The signal at B, begins to

change more slowly and an undetermined logic value may appear at node C,. The same fault

effect occurs. As a result, the effect of an open fault is reduced by an increase in the slack.

5.2.5.2 Short Fault

The short fault in gate G,, increases the rise time delay of X,(t) and, therefore, the fall time

delay of T,(t). The short fault also reduces the fall time delay of X,(t) and the rise time delay

of T,(t).

When A,,(t)=1, the fall of signal UP(t) results in the fall of T,(t) alter approximately two gate

delays. The uncomplemented signal is transmitted to B, when T,(t) is low. However, ¢>,(t) is

low at the same time, which blocks the further transmission of the uncomplemented signal to

the output.

When UP(t) rises, the fault·free cell performs the counting up operation as usual. ln the event

of the short fault, T,(t) turns on the transmission gate earlier to transmit the complemented

signal to B,. However, the earlier transmission of the complemented signal is blocked by the

clock qS,(t). When ¢>,(t)=1, B,(t) is always stable at A,(t) and no extra delay is produced at A,.

When A,,(t)=0, A,(t + 1) remains unchanged from A,(t) in the fault-free circuit. ln the presence

of a short fault, T,(t) falls more slowly and rises earlier. A,(t) is transmitted to node B, only

when T,(t)=0, and A,(t) is transmitted during T,(t)=1. Since T,(t) falls more slowly,AA,(t) is

initially transmitted and then, when T,(t) falls, A,(t) is transmitted before the rise of q{>,(t). The

pull to both logic 1 and logic 0 at node B, is similar to the situation occurring due to the open l

fault in the counting operation. However, for a less severe fault condition, A,(t + 1)=A,(t), and I
i

thus no transition delay can be detected. For a very severe fault condition, an incorrect logic
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value is produced. Hence, the propagation delay test cannot be used to detect this kind of

short fault.

Nevertheless, the short fault in G,, creates a conduction path between VD, and Vss when the

n-network is supposed to be off. A higher fault severity creates a path with higher

conductance. ln addition, a severe fault severity creates an Intermediate voltage level at C,

that turns on both the p-network and the n-network of the inverter partially, thus creating an-

other path between VDD and VSS. The conduction paths contribute to a large steady state

supply current.

5.2.6 General Conclusions

In this circuit, open and short faults affect the transition time of the control signal to the reg-

ister. The increase In the transition time of the affected gate may or may not affect the ob-

servable output of the register.

When the slack Is small, a slight increase in the rise time delay of the driving signal affects

the transition delay of an internal node, such as B,, In the register. When the added delay at

the internal node is small, the effect ofthe delay is tiltered out by the two transmission gates

driven by non-overlapping clock signals. When the transition delay is large, however, the

transmission gates do not filter out the effect ofthe delay and an increase In delay is observed

at the register output.

When the slack is large, a less severe fault slows the rise at the output of the faulty gate. lf

the increase In the delay Is smaller than the slack, the correct feedback occurs before the risel

of ¢>,(t). No increase in delay is detected at the register output. Ifthe increase in the delay is
l

larger than the slack, the delay Is detected at the output as In the case of small slack. I

;
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In this circuit, signal T,(t) and its complement signal, T,(t), are driving two feedbackpaths.One

path, the complementing path, produces A,(t+1)=A,(t) and the other path, the non- i

complementing path, produces A,(t+1)=A,(t). ln the event of an open fault, the transition

delay is observed at the output since the output signal of the faulty gate is driving the com-

plementing path. In the event of a short fault, no transition can be observed since the output
‘

signal of the faulty gate is driving the non-complementing path. As a result, no transition de- i

lay can be detected for the short fault considered in this circuit.

There are two ways a fault can produce stuck-at behavior at the register output. ln the first

case, the faulty signal is not stuck at a logic value, but changes more slowly than the rise of

¢>,(t). Node B, is charged or discharged to the correct logic value more slowly than ¢>,(t) turns

on. B, receives the correct logic value, but too late to be transmitted through ¢>,. The incorrect

logic value is then transmitted and stuck-at behavior occurs. ln the second case, the faulty

driving signal is actually stuck at 0 or 1. The incorrect signal is transmitted to node B,(t)

through the feedback path to produce stuck-at behavior at the register output.

5.3 Bit-Serial Adder (FCMOS Logic)

5.3.1 Circuit Characteristics

The bit-serial adder is composed of a full adder and a feedback path as shown in Figure 14.

The full adder consists of a CARRY gate and a SUM gate, as shown in Figure 19. Both gates
V

are implemented in a fully complementary design equivalent to the equations implemented in

ripple carry adder of the previous chapter. I
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The feedback path consists of two transmission gates and two inverters. The first trans-

mission gate is driven by the qualiüed clock of LD(t)·qS,(t) to transmit CO„T(t) to node D. The first

inverter then complements the signal to produce E(t)=ÜÄ The second transmission gate is

driven by ¢2(t) to transmit the signal to node F. The second inverter then inverts F(t) to

produce C,„(t+ 1) for the ne><t clock cycle, so C,„(t‘+1)=COU,-(t). To clear the carry bit, a

transmission gate is connected from Vs, to node D and is driven by the qualified clock LD(t)•

dwlt)-

The input signals to the bit-serial adder are two data inputs, A,„(t) and B,„(t), and a control

signal LD(t). There are two non-overlapping clock signals, ¢>,(t) and 4>Z(t). The observable

output signals are C,„(t), Co„T(t), and S(t).

Outputs CO„T(t) and S(t) depend on A,„(t), B,„(t), and the previous output C„„,(t — 1). The circuit

performs the add operation in a bit-serial manner with the least significant bits added first.

5.3.2 Fault Locations

An open fault and a short fault are introduced at path 1 of the CARRY gate, as shown in

Figure 19(a). The open fault is modelled with a resistor R, connecting node X and VS, along

path 1. This reduces the conductivity of the n-network along faulty path 1. A short fault is

modelled with a resistor R, connecting X and Y, creating a current path even when n,, is off.

5.3.3 Test Stimuli and Fault Sensitization

Although the carry gate has three inputs, only A,„(t) and B,„(t) affect the conductivity of the

faulty path. Since an open fault prevents conduction along the faulty path and a short fault {
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creates a current path across the transistor nA, one set of vectors is needed to test the open

fault and another set is needed to test the short fault. At the same time, path 2 must be dis-

abled to prevent any switching that may invalidatethe output response.

When C,„(t)=1, any transition of A,„(t) or B,„(t) activates path 2, which invalidates the initial-

ization or the test. To prevent this invalidation, C,„(t) is preset to 0. A(t)B(t) = <00,11> is

applied to test an open fault, and A(t)B(t)= <00,01> is used to test a short fault. Each input

is applied before the rise of ¢>,(t) by slack A.

For small slack, there is a small interval between the transition of Cow(t+ 1) and the fall of

¢>,(t). A low severity fault is suflicient to increase the transition delay of Cow(t + 1) such that

the transition takes place after the fall of ¢>,(t).~Cow(t) is transmitted instead of Cow(t + 1) and

stuck-at behavior occurs. When the slack becomes large, the interval between the transition

of Cow(t + 1) and the fall of ¢>,(t) also increases. ln that situation, Cow(t + 1) has sufticient time

to be transmitted. lt takes a more severe fault to produce a larger transition delay at Cow so

that qS,(t) falls before the transition takes place.

5.3.3.1 Open Fault

An open fault in path 1 slows the fall and hence Cow(t) rises more slowly. When the

fault is less severe, a small delay is observed at node Cow, yet Cow(t) stabilizes at 1 when

qS,(t)=1. The effect is not reflected in C,„(t + 1) of the next cycle. When the increase in delay

is large, the transition delay at node C,„ is affected. The transition delay at node C,,,, also in-

creases, but the value is smaller than the increase in delay at node Cow. As the faultconditionbecomes

severe, Cow(t) may rise more slowly than ¢,(t) falls and an incorrect logic valuewillbe

produced at nodeC,„.I

i
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5.3.3.2 Short Fault

ln testing the short fault at this location of this circuit, no input vector is found that simultane-

ously cuts off path 2 and activates path 1. With the applied input vector of AB= <00,01>,

Cow(t)= < 1,1 > and Cow(t)= <0,0>. Since the logic value at node Cow does not change, no

transition delay is produced. As the fault severity increases, the current path becomes more

conductive and thus the voltage level of Cow(t) may drop to a level that is too low to be de-

tected as a logic 1. An incorrect logic value is produced at node Cow.

5.3.4 Results

There are three observable output nodes: Cow. S, and C,„. Since the SUM gate is fault-free,

only the delay at nodes Cow and C,„ is discussed. The delay at Cow is measured as the in-

terval between the transition at node A,„ or B,„ and the transition at Cow. The delay at node
C,„ is measured as the interval between the rise of ¢>2(t) and the transition at node C,„. Current

differentiation is discussed for the short fault.

5.3.4.1 Open Fault
i

The open fault is examined for five different slack values. For any given case, an open resistor [

value lower than 1 kl) produces an insigniticant increase in delay, while an openresistorlarger

than 250 KQ results in stuck-at behavior at node

Cow.Thetransition delay of the fault-free circuit is first examined. The transition delay of

thefault-freecircuit is the same for all values of A. Ä
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Table 3. Slack for different cases: Roo)- 1 ki), Rooo- 250 k.Q, Rso)- 1 k.Q, R,(,,)=- 100
ki).CaseA(nsec)1

024 1
3 182 Ö
5 16 .

The delay differentiation for the five cases is recorded and plotted. For three of the cases,

thedelaydifferentiation at node Cow for the three cases is plotted in Figure 31, and the

delaydifferentiationat node C,„ is plotted in Figure

32.5.3.4.2Short Fault

' Short faults are also examined for five different values ofslack A. For any given case, a short

resistor value lower than 1 k.Q produces stuck-at behavior, and a value above 100 KQ

produces an insignificant increase in delay.

l
Since the input vectors do not change the output Cow(t), the delay test cannot detect this

typeofshortfault.Supply
current test can be used. The steady state current for the üve cases is examined. The I

currents of all cases are found to be within a range of plus or minus 2 microamperes for every I

value of fault severity, with the lowest value being 8 microamperes. The current differentiation I

for the circuit with A=8 nanoseconds is given in Figure 33. The steady state current in- j

creases as the fault severity increases.
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5.3.5 Observations

5.3.5.1 Open Fault

Signalä is initialized to logic 1 by the input vector of A,„(t)B,„(t)=00. Cow(t) is initialized
l

to logic 0. When A,„(t+ 1)B,„(t+ 1)=11, path 1 is conducting to produce and

Cow(t + 1)=1 in a fault-free circuit.

An open fault reduces the conductivity of path 1, increasing the fall time delayofand

thus increasing the rise time delay of Cow(t+ 1). When the fault is less severe, the

conductivity is less affected and thus the increase in delay is small. When the fault is more

severe, the conductivity is reduced and causes a large increase in delay. For the most severe

fault condition, the conduction path is basically turned off and stuck-at behavior occurs.

When the slack is 0, there is a small time interval between the transition at Cow and the fall

ofthe qualitied clock. ln a fault-free circuit, the signal at node Cow switches while the qualified

clock is high. A slightly severe fault increases the transition delay at node Cow. The increase
‘ in transition delay is transmitted through the feedback path to be reflected in the transition

delay at node C,„. As the fault severity increases, the transition delay at node Cow increases.

For a more severe fault, the delay becomes so large that the signal at node Cow rises more

slowly than the qualified clock falls. The previous value at node Cow is transmitted instead

of the current value, so stuck-at behavior results.

I
When the slack is larger than 0, the signal at node Cow in a fault-free circuit rises and stabi- I
lizes before the qualified clock rises. In the event ofa slightly severe fault, the signal at node I

Cow still rises before the qualitied clock rises. The transition delay is observed at node Cow, '

but the increase in delay is not transmitted through the transmission gate. When the fault j

becomes more severe, the transition delay at node Cow is so large that the signal at node I
I
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Cow rises when the qualilied clock turns on the transmission gate. The inverter /NVo has to

charge two parasitic capacitors when its output rises, one at each side of the transmission

gate. The result is an even slower rise of the signal at node Cow. As the transition delay be-

comes larger, the large lncrease in transition delay is propagated to node C,„, as in case 1.

5.3.5.2 Short Fault

ln testing the short fault, Cow(t) is also initialized to logic 0. When A,„(t+ 1)B,„(t+ 1)=01, no

turns off path 1 and no turns off path 2. Cow(t+ 1) remains at logic 1 and Cow(t+ 1) remains

at logic 0 in a fault-free circuit. A short fault across no creates a current path between Cow

and Vss when B,„(t + 1)=1, regardless ofthe logic value of A,„(t). lf A,„(t + 1)=0, the p-network

is turned on and the n-network is cut off in a fault-free circuit. With the short fault, the p-

network and the short resistor are pulling against each other. _

When the short fault is less severe, the current path is less conductive. Signal Cow(t) is driven

4 closer to logic 1 by Voo through the p-network. Cow(t) remains at logic 0 without any transition,

so no delay can be detected. There is, however, a current path that increases the supply

current.

When the short fault becomes more severe, the conductivity of path 1 increases, and the

steady state supply current increases. Signal Cow(t+ 1) is also driven closer to logic 0. For

the most severe fault considered, signal Cow(t+ 1) is driven to a voltage level which is

con-sideredlogic 0. Cow(t + 1) =1 and stuck-at behavior occurs. Q
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5.3.6 General Conclusions

In this circuit, the open fault affects the transition time of the observable output signal. The

transmission gates block a slight increase in delay at node Cow, or reduce the value if the

delay is transmitted. The short fault does not affect the transition time of the observable out-

put signal, but does affect the steady state supply current of the circuit.

lt is the transition time at node Cow that causes the increase in delay at node C,„. When the

transition time at node Cow is closer to the rise time of ¢>,(t), less increase in delay is trans-

mitted to node D. When the transition time at node Cow is closer to the fall time of 4>,(t), a large

delay is transmitted to node D and eventually to C,,,.

For a short fault at this location, no input set is available to create a transition at the output

signal of Cow(t), so the delay test cannot be used. The current test, however, can still detect

the existence of the current path.

There are two ways stuck·at behavior can occurs in this circuit. ln the first case, the signal

at node Cow switches more slowly than the qualiiied clock falls. The previous logic value at

node Cow is transmitted to produce an incorrect value at node C,„. ln the second case, stuck-at

behavior actually occurs at the faulty gate, which produces a permanent logic 0 or logic 1.

When a fault is less severe, the small increase in the transition delay at node Cow does not

increase the transition delay at node C,„. As the delay at node Cow becomes large, the tran-

sition delay at node C,„ increases. lf the signal at node C,„ is driving the faulty path, the in-

crease in the input transition delay produces a larger increase in the output delay at node

Cow. The increase of delay at node Cow produces a larger increase in delay at node Cow and

so on. The cumulative effect results in a larger and larger increase in the output delay, and

produces an incorrect logic value after a few clock cycles. ln this simulation, this kind of
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stuck-at behavior does not occur because of two reasons. First, the feedback input is not on

the faulty path. Second, the outputs are observed for only two clock cycles.

5.4 Bit-Serial Adder (Domino Logic)

5.4.1 Circuit Characteristics .

The bit-serial adder is composed of a full adder and a feedback path as shown in Figure 14.

The full adder consists of a CARRY gate and a SUM gate, as shown in Figure 15. The gates

implement the same equations as the FCMOS logic of Section 5.3, but use domino logic.

The p-network consists of a large p-channel transistor, denoted pw driven by clock signal

¢>,(t). A large n-channel transistor, denoted flw, is also driven by ¢>,(t). nw connects the bottom

of the n-network to Vss.

The feedback path consists of two transmission gates and two inverters. The first trans-

mission gate is driven by the qualified clock LD(t)•¢>,(t) to transmit Co„,(t) to node D. The first

inverter then complements the signal to produce E(t)=m The second transmission gate is

driven by ¢>2(t) to transmit the signal to node F. The second inverter then inverts F(t) to

produce signal C,„(t+ 1) for the ne><t clock cycle, so C,„(t+1)=CO„T(t). To clear the circuit, a

transmission gate is connected from Vss to node D and is driven by the qualified clock

l-D(¢)•<l>.(¢)-

The input signals to the bit-serial adder are two data inputs, denoted A,„(t) and B,„(t), a control

signal LD(t), and two non-overlapping clock signals, ¢,(t) and ¢>2(t). The observable output

signals are C,„(t), CO,„(t), and S(t).
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At time t, the current outputs of Cow(t) and S(t) depend not only on A,„(t) and B,„(t), but also

I

on the previous carry output Cow(t — 1). The circuit performs the addition operation bit serially, I
processing the least significant bit first. I

I

5.4.2 Fault Locations I
- I

For the experiments, an open fault and a short fault are introduced in path 1 of the CARRY

gate, as shown in Figure 15(a). The open fault is modelled with a resistor R, connecting nodes

X and W. This reduces the conductivity of the n—network along faulty path 1. A short fault is

modelled with a resistor R, connecting nodes X and Y, creating a current path even when no

is off.

5.4.3 Test Stimuli and Fault Sensitization

The same input vectors, A(t)B(t)= <00,11> and A(t)B(t) = <00,01>, as used for the FCMOS

implementation of the bit-serial adder are applied to test the open fault and short fault, re-

spectively. Each input is applied A seconds before the rise of ¢,(t).

During the pre-charge phase, «II>,=0. Transistor po, conducts and pre-charges node EOUT to

logic 1 and thus discharges node Cow to logic 0. ln addition, if there is any conducting path

between node
C_ow

and node W, the internal nodes of the path are also charged to logic 1.
I

During the evaluate phase, qS,(t)=1. Transistor po, turns off and no, conducts. Node EOUT
isconditionallydischarged during evaluation. I

I
I

The input vector is not allowed to change during evaluation. Therefore, the smallest allowable I
slack is A=0. Since the signal at node Cow remains at logic 0 during the pre-charge phase,
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the slack does not affect the transition delay ofthe signal. However, when the previous output [

at EOUT was 1 and the expected output at EOUT is 0, the input vector turns on the transistors to [

create a current path between the output node and node W. When the slack is small, the circuit :

has less time to charge the internal nodes to logic 1. The internal nodes in the circuit accu- [

mulate less charge and thus are discharged more easily during the evaluate phase. The [

signal at node Cow can then rise faster. When the slack is large, there is a long periodoftimefor

the internal nodes to be charged to logic 1. During evaluation, a longer time is needed to

discharge node EOUT and the signal at node Cow then rises more slowly.

5.4.3.1 Open Fault

An open fault in path 1 slows the fall of and Cow(t) rises slowly. If a fault has low se-

verity, a small delay is observed at node Cow, but, there is sufficient time to transmit a logic

1 to node D before qS,(t) falls. The effect is not rellected in C,„(t+ 1) of the ne><t cycle. lf the

transition delay at node Cow is large, the large delay is expected to affect the transition delay

at node C,„. The transition delay at node C,„ also increases, but the increase is smaller than
' the increase at node Cow. As the fault condition becomes more severe, Cow(t) may rise more

slowly than ¢,(t) falls, and an incorrect logic value will be transmitted.
l
ä

5.4.3.2 Short Fault [[
l

During the precharge phase, the output signal at EOUT is 1 and will remain at 1 if the short

issensitizedduring the evaluate phase of the test vector, i.e. no valid test vector causes a [

transition at EOUT. So, the propagation delay test cannot be used to test the short fault.

How-ever,as the fault severity increases, the current path becomes more conductive and thus

thevoltagelevel at node ÜOUT may drop to a level which is too low to be detected as a logic1.[
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An incorrect logic value will be produced at node Cow. The steady state supply current should I
also be larger in the faulty case than the fault-free case.

5.4.4 Results

Since the SUM circuit ls fault·free, only the delay of signals at nodes Cow and C,„ are dis-

cussed. The delay of the signal at node Cow is measured as the interval between the rise of

clock ¢,(t) and the transition at node Cow. The delay of the signal at node C,„ is measured as

the interval between the rise of qS2(t) and the transition at node C,„_ Delay differentiation is

discussed for the open fault and current differentiation is discussed for the short fault.

5.4.4.1 Open Fault

The open fault is examined for five different values of slack A. For each case, an open reslstor
I value lower than ROI,) produces an insignificant increase in delay, while an open reslstor larger

than R„(,,) results in stuck-at behavior at node C,„_ These values for all tive cases are shown in

Table 4.

The transition delay for the fault·free circuit is found to be same for all live cases. The delay

differentiation at node Cow, and node C,„ are shown for three cases. The delay differentiation

at node Cow is plotted in Figure 34 and the delay differentiation at node C,„ is plotted in
IFigure35.I
I
I
I
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Table 4. Resistor range for different A values: ROU)-=· open low resistor value, R„U,)— open high :resistor value, R,U) - short low resistor value, R,(,,)- short high resistorvalue.Case
A (nsec) R,,U, (kfz) R,,U,, (kfz) R,U) (kfz) R,U,) (kfz) I

1 0 1 70 800 2000
2 4 1 22 25 100
3 8 1 22 25 100 I4 12 1 22 25 100 I
5 16 1 20 25 100 I

I

‘ 5.4.4.2 Short Fault

The short fault is also examined for tive different values of slack A. For any ofthe üve cases,

a short resistor value lower than R,U, produces stuck-at behavior. R,U,, is selected such that

current differentiation becomes insigniticant compared to the differentiation at R,U,. The ranges

of short resistor values for all üve cases are shown in Table 4.

Except for case 1, all slack values produce no transition in the output signal at node CDU, for

fault severity less than 1, which corresponds to R,=25 kfz. For a short resistor value below

25 kfz, CDU, produces an incorrect logic value. II
For case 1 where A=0, the signal at node CDU, rises even with R,=700 kfz which corresponds I

I
to a fault severity of 0.035. The signal at node C,„, however, is not affected until R, dropsbelow55

kfz at which point an incorrect logic value is produced. I
I
I

For all cases where the slack is greater than or equal to 4 nanoseconds, the current differen- I
tiation lncreases almost linearly with fault severity. The delay differentiation value at any

faultseverityfor all slack values is within a range of 0.2. A representative plot of currentdifferen-tiation,

with A=8 nanoseconds, is shown in Figure 36. I

I
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5.4.5 Observations

5.4.5.1 Open Fault

The slack has an indirect effect on the output response of the faulty circuit. When the slack

is large, the input vector is applied earlierto turn path 1 on earlier. Although the open resistor

reduces the conduction of path 1, internal nodes EGW, W, X, and Y are pre-charged to a strong

logic 1 due to the long charging period before the evaluate phase. When ¢>,(t)=1, all internal

node capacitors have to be discharged. Since the circuit takes a long time to discharge all

the nodes, the rise of CGW(t + 1) is slow.

When the slack is small, the input vector is applied only slightly before the evaluate phase.

The internal nodes are charged to less than 5 volts. This voltage value is reduced during the

evaluate phase and, since the voltage level is closer to 0 volts, the discharge process takes

less time. Therefore, CGW(t+ 1) rises faster in a circuit with small slack than in a circuit with

large slack.

Even in the presence of a severe fault, the output signal rises faster in a circuit with small

slack than in a circuit with large slack. As a consequence, a faulty circuit with a larger slack

produces a larger rise time delay for the same open resistor value. For the same fault se-

verity, a faulty circuit with a large slack can produce stuck-at behavior, while with a small

slack, it produces only a large delay. ln the circuit with A=16 nanoseconds, stuck-at behaviorl

occurs if R°> 20 k.Q. A circuit with A=12 nanoseconds or less produces only an increase in I
delay. The increase in delay is reduced when the slack is reduced. 1

A large slack not only results in a slow rise time, but also a weak logic 1 value at nodeCGW.The

weak logic value is propagated to node D and results in a transition delay at node E that L

is larger than the delay at node CGW_ Thye effect of the fault thus increases and is observed as
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a severe delay at node C,„. As a result, with the same open resistor value, the delay differ-

entiation of the signal at node C,„ in case 2 is the smallest, followed by case 3 and case 4.

For case 5, the delay differentiation of the signal at node C,„ increases and produces stuck-at

behavior at a lower open resistor value.

5.4.5.2 Short Fault

While charge in the internal nodes reduces the switching speed of a circuit implemented using

domino logic in the presence of an open fault, the charge reduces the effect of a short fault in

the circuit.

When the slack is large, node E-OUT and internal node X in a fault-free circuit are charged to

logic 1 and held at logic 1 during the evaluation phase. ln the event of a short fault, a current

path exists. Nodes EOUT, W, X, and Y are charged to logic 1 through the current path during

the precharge stage. During the evaluation phase, although the current path is conducting

through the short resistor, all internal nodes have to be discharged before the signal at node

EOUT falls to an incorrect logic value. The discharge process takes a long time as the total

capacitance ofthe n-network is large. When the short fault is more severe, the internal node

capacitance is charged more. The discharge process takes an even longer time, and the

faulty circuit behaves more like a fault-free circuit.

When the slack is 0, there is no time to charge the internal nodes during the pre—charge phase.

During the evaluation phase, a current path conducts to pull down the voltage at node EOUT. 1

When the short fault is more severe, the signal at node EOUT is pulled down more easily and I

an incorrect logic value is produced at node CCU,. I

Z
I
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5.4.6 General Conclusions {

In this circuit, the open fault affects the transition time of the observable output signal. De-

pending on the fault severity, the increase in the transition delay at the output may or may not

increase the transition delay at the input through the feedback path in the next cycle. The

short fault does not affect the transition time of the observable output signal, but does affect

the steady state supply current of the circuit.

A cumulative effect due to the feedback of the delayed input signal driving the faulty gate is

expected for certain input vectors. There are also two ways that stuck-at behavior may occur

in this circuit. One cause is that the signalat node Cow does not rise as expected and the

o other cause is that the signal at node Cow changes more slowly than clock ¢>, drops.

In addition to similarities in behavior with the FCMOS implementation, the domino imple-

mentation of the bit-serial adder ls also affected by charge at internal nodes.
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Chapter 6. Analysis of Results and lmplications for

Test

From the results in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the effectiveness ofthe tests can be generalized

for various clrcuit features and faults. Both propagation delay test and supply current test

show different effectiveness for testing different circuits. The results also show the Iimitations

of these test methods for testing different circuits.

6.1 Strengths and Limitations for Test Methods

From the simulation experiments reported above, both test methods are effective for testing

almost all clrcuits investigated. However, there are Iimitations for both test methods.

I
I
I
I

[
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6.1.1 Propagation Delay Test

Propagation delay test is capable of detecting faults in combinational circuits where inputs are

short pulses or in sequential circuits with a fast clock. The clock speed does not affect the

propagation delay of fault-free circuits as the transition delay of fault-free circuits is small.

At a slow clock speed, the faulty gate output, although having a large transition delay, has

sufficient time to settle to a correct logic value. Therefore, the correct output is propagated,

perhaps with a small increase in transition delay. When the input vectors are applied ata high

speed, the increase in transition delay at the faulty gate output may not be propagated and

stuck-at behavior can be detected. Propagation delay test is thus more effective when per-

formed at high clock speeds.

Propagation delay test considers the time required for an output transition from logic 0 to logic

1 or from 1 to 0. In this research, 2.5 volts is assumed to distinguish logic 0 from logic 1. ln

actual circuits, the switching voltage is somewhat fuzzy due to variations in processing pa-

rameters. Different dies on the same wafer or even different gates in the same circuit may

have different switching voltages. The transition delay at the same observable output of dif-

ferent circuits varies with the change of switching voltage. The effectiveness of propagation

delay test can, therefore, also vary.

Propagation delay test also cannot detect general short faults in circuits implemented with

domino logic, except for the most severe short faults that produce stuck-at behavior. ln the

testing phase, the fault-free gate output is expected to produce a strong logic 1 and the faulty

gate output is expected to produce a weak logic 1 or logic 0. However, the gate output

ofdominologic is pre·charge to strong logic 1. The transition from logic 0 to logic 1occursduring

the precharge phase and not during evaluate phase when the output is measured. I
Therefore, the propagation delay test can only detect stuck-at behavior produced by the most I

I
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severe short faults in domino logic when the current path pulls the gate output completely to

ground during evaluate phase.

\
6.1.2 Supply Current Test

Supply current test measures the steady state supply current of the circuit. The test is more

effective than propagation delay test in detecting short faults in almost all circuits investigated.

However, in sequential circuits, the effectiveness of supply current test is reduced by an in-

crease in clock speed. The supply current needs a long settling time between two transitions.

In the sequential circuits investigated, a transition occurs at the rise of clock. For a circuit
V

with a fast clock, one transition time is close to another. The settling time is reduced and the

supply current of the fault·free circuit has less time to reach the steady state, and hence cur-

rent measurements are large. In the presence of a short fault, the increase in supply current

is lnsigniiicant and the effectiveness of supply current test is reduced.

The effectiveness of supply current test is also reduced by an increase in circuit size. The

steady state supply current of fault-free CMOS circuits is the total leakage current through all

OFF transistors. In a small circuit, the steady state supply current is small, and the large

current drawn due to a short fault is significant. When the size of a circuit is large, the steady

state supply current of the fault·free circuit is also large and the increase in current due to a ,

short fault becomes insignificant. For example, when the circuit size increases by a factor

often,the effectiveness reduces by a factor often due to a ten-fold increase in fault-free supply '
current. When the circuit size increases by a factor of one hundred, the effectiveness of cur- :
rent test reduces by a factor of one hundred. , '
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6.2 Circuit Features Affecting Test

Besides the limitations of both test methods, circuit features also affect the effectiveness of

tests. ln general, CMOS faults are easier to detect in combinational circuits than in sequential

circuits. In sequential circuits, however, it ls easier to detect the most severe faults that

produce stuck·at behavior.

Circuit features that affect test effectiveness in combinational circuits are mainly the length

of the fault propagation path, the depth of the gate and the size of the circuit. ln sequential

circuits, test effectiveness is also affected by slack and clock speed.

ln a combinational circuit, stuck-at behavior is only detected when an observable output is

stuck at one value. ln a sequential circuit, stuck-at behavior is also detected ifthe transition

of the output signal occurs more slowly than the fall of the clock pulse.

6.2.1 Combinational Circuits

A circuit with a long propagation path between a faulty gate and an observable output

produces an insigniücant increase in transition delay. When the transition delay increases in

the presence of faults, the increase is not significant when compared to a large propagation

delay in the fault—free circuit. On the other hand, a circuit with a short propagation

pathproducesa signiücant increase in delay in the presence of faults, due to a small propagation C
delay in the fault-free circuit. I

I

I

The pull-down strength of a deep circuit is weaker than the pull-down strength of a shallow ,

circuit because of a long current path between the output node and VSS. An open fault in the '
I

I
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I
n-network or a short fault that connects the output node and VS; are therefore easier to detect

·

in a deep circuit. A short fault across an n-channel transistor of a deep circuit, however, is

harder to detect as the ON resistance of one or more n-channel transistors in series with the

short resistor increase the total resistance value. Similarly, the pulI·up strength of a deep

circuit is weaker than the pulI·up strength of a shallow circuit due to a long current path be-

tween the output node and VDD. An open fault in the p-network or a short fault that connects

the output node and VDD are therefore easier to detect in a deep circuit. A short fault across

a p-channel transistor of a deep circuit is harder to detect.

6.2.2 Sequential Circuits

When the slack is large, the circuit tolerates a large increase in transition delay, due to a more

severe fault, before stuck-at behavior is detected. ln a circuit with a fast clock or small slack,

when the transition delay is large, the transition may occur later than the fall ofthe clock and

stuck-at behavior occurs. Stuck-at behavior may occur in a sequential circuit with small slack,

while it does not occur with large slack, even though the fault severity is the same.

lf an output signal drives the gate through a feedback path, an increase in transition delay at

the output due to a fault is propagated by the feedback path back to the input ofthe faulty gate.

The slower transition of the input at the faulty gate produces an even larger increase in tran-

sition delay at the output. The delay thus increases at each clock cycle until stuck-at behavior

occurs.

I
,ln a fully complementary implementation of a sequential circuit, when the input to the gate is I

leading the clock pulse by a large value, i.e. the slack is large, the fault is harder to detect '
since the output signal has a long time to settle to the correct value before the clock falls. For 3
a domino implementation of a sequential circuit, large slack may allow an open fault to be „

I
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detected more easily. When the slack is large, internal nodes have a long time to charge „

during the precharge phase. Thus, during the evaluate phase, the internal nodes take a long

time to discharge and a small increase in delay can cause the previous value to be transmit-
ted through the transmisslon gate.

6.3 Fault Features Affecting Test

Faults investigated in this research are open and short faults. For a slightly severe open fault,

the transition delay increases slightly. Similarly, a slightly severe short fault produces a small

increase in transition delay and steady state supply current. The differentiation of propagation

delay or supply current is small. lt is hard to use either one of the tests to detect slightly se-

vere faults. The transition delay or supply current increases tremendously for a very severe

fault. It is easy to detect a severe fault. When the fault is most severe, stuck-at behavior is

easily detected.

The same open or short resistor value produces different fault severities and differentiations

in different representative circuits simulated. From the variation in fault severities and differ-

entiation, it can be concluded that faults in some locations are easier to test than those in

other locations.



Chapter 7. Summary

This research investigated sensitization conditions and test effectiveness for open and short

faults in CMOS circuits. In testing open faults, propagation delay test was used. Propagation

delay test and supply current test are also used in testing short faults. Two metrics, differ—

entiation effectiveness and range effectiveness were considered.

Representative combinational circuits were modeled and simulated from a fault-free condition

to the most severe fault condition for open and short faults in the n·network, beyond which

stuck-at behavior occurs. Several sequential circuits were also modeled and simulated over

the same range of fault severities. From the observations, the effectiveness and limitations

of propagation delay test and supply current test were determined. A general analysis was

also made of factors affecting both propagation delay test and supply current test.

Circuit simulation at the transistor level provides accurate information about circuit behavior

in a continuous domain, at the price of long simulation times. Faults have to be simulated

from a fault-free condition to the most severe condition. About twenty simulations are needed

to provide a close approximation of the differentiation plot. The total simulation time could

take days or even weeks for a large circuit. Although there are some fast circuit simulators,
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most of those produce less accurate results and some may even produce only approximate

results.

To reduce the simulation time, a faster computer is needed. Speed—up in simulation can also

be achieved by using an accelerator or multiprocessor computer.

In addition to the slow simulation time, SPICE and RELAX do not consider the temperature

effects on circuit behavior. Electron and hole mobility vary with a change of temperature, and

conductivity, switching voltage, and transition time of a gate output may vary with the change

of temperature. The effectiveness of propagation delay test and supply current monitoring

may vary. In SPICE and RELAX, mobilities are treated as constant values, and therefore test

effectiveness does not change over the temperature. Future research could take temperature

effects into account, as the same fault severity in the same circuit may produce different be-

havior under different temperatures conditions.
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